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Principals In Florida Kidnap Mystery
g
II

SAT., NOV. 10, 1956

9

Dramatic Death
Schedule

Last Rites

For Leader,

C. Powell

diNtruss. The car began swerving
across the street with increasing
speed. It crashed into two parked vehicles on Capital. Mrs. Jefferson called for a bystander to
help go to the stricken man's aid.
DEAD .1T WHEEL
'u\ hen they reached the damaged ears Mr. Powell was slumped
over the steering wheel of ins
ruto dead. Ambulance attendants
and police listed the cause of his
death as a heart attack. He had
previously bet n in apparent good
health.
Mr. Powell was well-known in
Memphis. where he had resided
virtually all his life after moving
here from Germantown where he
was born. Ile was a life-long member of Grady chapel CM E church.
CHARLES POWELL, SR.
For six years he served as presiFuneral serssees for one of Mem- dent of Laymen's Activities for
phis' most widely-knowo religious some 12 churches in the South
gali figures. Charles Powell, sr., who Memphis District of the
C. M. E.
lived at 1802 Lamar. were sched- chureh.
uled for Nov. 8. following his Mid - , Ile was married and the
father
den and dramatic death last Fri. of
four children. His son. S-D-1
Charles Powell, jr., is a veteran
da111r.nifglohwt:ell suffered a tatal heart of more than 20 years
service in
attack while driving his car on the (T. S. Navy. His other
chilCapital st. around 9:40 p.m. Fri- dren include. Robert Po wel I,
day night.
Harry F. Powell and Mrs. Addie
An employe for 16 years at the Mae Martin, all of
Memphis. His
Thomas Dry Goods store on Thom- widow, Mrs. Pansy Powell, along
as st., Mr. Powell was enroute with other relatives,
also survive
home from work, and had just him, He was brother-in-law
of Mr.
stopped on Capital St. to permit a' and Mrs. Walter
Bailey, propriepassenger, Mrs. Jessie Mae ,lef- I -tors of the I.orraine Motel.
fersom of 1263 Capital, to get
Funeral services were slated for
out of the aummobile.
Nov. 8, at 2:30 p.m. at Mt. Pisgah
When he started to leave. Mrs. CM F. church. The
wake was WedJefferson said she noticed the 61- nesday night st
Grady Chapel. S.
year-old man seemed to be in W. Qualls & Co.,
officiated.
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Sen. llerhe, t 11. Lehman an- lions were being applied
to Negro
nounced in Washington last week soldiers at Fort
Jackson, Columhe had been notified that the De- bia, S. C., an Army
installation.
partment of the Army has abolishIn releasing his correspondence
ed segregated off-duty education with Defense
Department offitials
courses conducted on Southern and copies of a
Department meinmilitary installations under c o n- orancluin and order. Sen.
Lehman
tracts between the Army and pri- made this stltement:
ale and public educational insti"I am pleased that long
t u‘
t iNo
,onrsd.
unto% ering facts relating to disof the Army's action crimination against Negro mill.,
reached Sen. Lehman in a letter tary personnel by educational
Infrom Carter L. Burgess, Assistant stitutions receiving Federal
Secretary of Defense for Manpow- funds ha‘e now resulted in the
Cr, Personnel and Resers e.
elimination of this shameful ,
The New York Senator first 1 phase of racial segregation.
Ritquestioned the Defense Depart- I Hal discrimination is a nation-I
silent's
policies on off-duty educa- al disgrace in and of itself. ft I
napped on Sunday morning. In
IT'S A UTTLE LATE but
mother Mrs. Woods: brother
Lower photo at left shows Sobelimes the shot was fired by
spot was found. FBI cut It out
lion last February when he learn- is all the more intolerable when
Capt. Olin Hill, troop com•
and sister-in-law, Mr. and Mrs.
upper right picture, members
crates Miles 16, of VS ildwood.
rabbit hunters. Didn't know he
to send to Washington laboraed that Negro airmen at Donald- schools subsidized by Defense :mender of the Florida HighWillie Woods; sister nnd broth.
of the missing man's family
Fla., and H. E. Driggers, inwas shot until he got home.
tory. At right Capt. Hill and
son Air Force Base were being Department funds extend the
anxiously await news of him.
er-in-law, Mr. and Mrs. %Silway Patrol- (upper left) locks
surance agent. Young Miles
(Center photo) shows Polite
Chief Mullins leave small jad
the door of She jail from which
denied
Shown are (left to right) his
access to courses conduct- prejudice to men in uniform eel
bert Lewis. Children are nieces
(left) was shot in the leg SaturChief Ed Mullins pointing to
after completinit investigation.
Jesse Woods was spirited
ed on the base by the University the very installations where they
father, MacArthur Woods; a
Vera Mae Woods, Sally Mae
day night before Jesse Woods
spot on mattress where blood
—photos by Moses Newson.
away by white mob and kidnephew, Clinton Harisson; his
of South Carolina, Later, Sen. Leh- serve.
Woods and Leon, a nephew.
was taken from jail; sass he
man learned that similar restricam advised that a numbee
of Southern military bases have
integrated coursts in operation, in
cases where educational institutions have refused to enroll Negro
service personnel, military authorities have been authorized to take
remedial action. This means that
no segregated classes, university
Police arrested a white man and I
extention or otherwise, will be per.
Funeral services for an honor
a Negro woman, both in the nude,'
mitted by the Army,
graduate of Booker T. Washingat the Negro woman's residence in
"The' first instance of discrimiton High school, who died in ChiBRUNSWICK,
Ga.
—
One
hun•
I
themselves
voteless
when
the
Judge
polls
neighborhood
Frank
here
M. Scarlett ruled last
a respectable
nation in this area came to my
cago. Ill., last week, were held
dred-thirty
Negroes
who
opened.
had
ex'
Friday that their removal from
last week.
attention 10 months ago. It Invol6unday at Warren Methodist
I peeled to cast ballots in the PresThese citizens were deprived of the voting list was done according
were
Nabbed
Aleck
Peter
Pouved the inability of Negro personchurch of 1606 Kansas st., with
idential election Tuesday found the vote because Federal District to law.
los, white, of 1806 Peabody and
nel at Donaldson Air Force Base,
his former principal delivering the
The jurist declared there was
Annie Johnson, of 1547 Wilson, NeGreenville, S. C., to take on-theeulogy.
no evidence to -show conspiracy,
gro.
base courses conducted by the UnThe deceased, Marlin Phillip
between the registration board '
iversity of South Carolina. While
Each was fined 3.51 on disororton, a native Memphian, died
and the challenger, John C. Parkthe information I have received
derly conduct charges and held
at Billings hospital in Chicago,
er of Patterson. Ga.
from the Department of Defense
to State by Judge Beverly BouWednesday, Oct. 31.
In defending the voting procedincludes only the orders and res.
she. They will face the State on
Mr. Horton was an outstanding
ure, County Atty. S. Foster Meports of remedial action taken by
open charges of open and notorstudent at Washington High
mory said:
the Department of the Army. I
ious lewdness.
school. He received two scholar"It is true that the challenger
am hopeful that similar action has
ships to Morehouse college and
According to police the two were
challenged only Negroes, but the
been or will be taken by the DeTalladega college, because of the
caught in the act of intimate relaregistration board had nothing to
pair
.tment oyf.t.nhse Acir,Force.
tions.
high caliber of his scholarship in
By TED COLEMAN
DR. HOLLIS F. PRICE, president
do with it."
r3T P
high school. He was popular in the
Memphis,
decollege,
LeMoyne
of
Neighbors report that Annie
H added that local scite re •
NEW YORK — Adam Clayton
large Washington student body.
livered the Founders' Day address sonnet
Johnson is the mother of four
istration
officials
board
observed
Powell, preacher-politico and the
He was virtually a lifelong memas Talladega college Sunday, No. take advantage of these off-duty
children, two of them of pale comeducational courses in their own
most controversial figure in Amer- the law to the letter.
ber of Warren Methodist church,
plexion.
Shortly after the judge's ruling, vember 4.
politics
it
has
and the country's interest. But we
lean
today,
done
which he joined in 1933.
officials blasted a Justice DepartInformation about the mixed
cannot tolerate the recent praeagain,
' Known to his friends as "Phil,"
couple was given to police by inMARTIN P. HORTON
ices of limiting on-base education
seat in their taking the Negroes off the
He was re-clected to
in the
served
Mr. Horton
voting list without investigating
dignant neighbors.
to white personnel and subjecting
States
United
Congress
the
the
of
War
II.
Army Air Force ir. World
the funeral services Music was
Negro servicemen to segregated
by a majority Democratic vote the matter.
He was in the Air Force 15 months, furnished by the church choir, with
Memory also expressed anger
or in some instances to no eel*.
in the Sixteenth District of :-core
stationed at Randolph Field, Tex- solos by Mesdames Joseph Carr
rational opportunities at all.
York, which comprises a large sec- over the FBI agents who were
as, where he reached the rank of and Anita Suggs. Interment was
here to probe the situation.
"I am releasing the background
tion of Harlem.
Private First Class.
in New Park Cemetery.
Before the recent ruling, War.
letters and the material receive
,
opposed
Joseph
He
was
A.
by
Elder Blair T. Hunt, pastor of
Mr. Horton is survived by his
ed from the Department of De•
Bailey, popular New York attor- ren Olney III, head of the DepartMississippi Boulevard Christian wife Mrs. Mary Horton, two young I
ment of Justice's criminal section,
to emphasize the need for
tense
ney
Republican
on
the
ticket
and
ROANOKE
RAPIDS,
N.
C. —
church and principal of Washing- sons, Neal Phillip and Mark; his
paying constant attention to the
Formington Taylor, Liberal par- had accused Pierce County of be's High school, joined Rev. L. R. mother, Mrs. Genevieve H. Wil- (INS)—Jerry Dunn Batts, 56, died
ing one of three southern counprotection of the rights of all the
t candidate.
W. Robinson. pastor of Warren son, all of Chicago; his father, at the polls here yesterday, just
ties that his department planned
ATLANTA — A wave of cross- young men who serve in our Irmo,
Neither
was
put
able
much
to
ballot.
after
his
completed
he
had
Methodist church, In conducting Martin Horton. and brothers. Danof a dent in the Tammany Hall to probe because it was disfran- burnings and claims of the strong- ed forces.
ny and Elander, of Los Angeles,' His wife, who had accomest Negro vote since reconstruc"I shall continue to pursue Mil
on the vote in the Negro I chising Negroes.
precinct,
asked
panied
to
the
him
Calif.
"In each instance where we can lion days highlighted southern matter as long as I hold the of.
cbelt,la
Registrar
E. Akers to place
a person was denied his right elections yesterday.
He was the grandson of M. her husband's ballot in the box.
rice of U. S. Senator. All thei
Powell's switch of support to show
At Greenville, S. C.. five crosses facts. are not yet available, but
Betty E. Evans, nephew of Mrs. Akers said her wishes would be
President Eisenhower's campaign to vote because of his color, we were burned over the
weekend I shall continue to keep a close
d.d to prosecute," Olney had
Adelaide Settle, Mr. and Mrs. Jos- respected.
REP. ADAM POWELL
for the Presidency caused him to sinatien
near Negro churches and schools, watch and to press for all
eph Dobbs, Mrs. Addie Tanner and
neces•
waggungigginggigaggaggiaggigaiggiaggigg lose :le blessings of his pansy,
When he made his ruling that Other fiery symbols of the Ku sary action to insure that the prae•
King Tanner. of Memphis; Mr. and 1111111111111113111n1IIIIIIIIIIIll311114111111III 1111111111111111111
I but there was little they could do
Klux
Klan
were
reported
in
the lice of discrimination and settee.
the 130 Negrots had not been disMrs. Moses Horton of Lemont Furtimeand reap- franchised illegally, Judge Scarlett Columbia area. They were gb- Ration is not tolerated in the arm.
thisslate
at the
tim on
°limit
nace, Pa., and Mr. and Mrs. DaHe
was
viously meant as warnings to NeLUCEDALE, Miss. — (ANP)—
vid Horton of New York City.
e.d the benefits of thc
•
rty's bid explained that Parker challenged groes to stay away from the polls. ed service."
An investigation is being made this
the
qualifications
of
300
Negroes
for victory in the Harlem area,
Active pallbearers were Messrs.
In Atlanta, meanwhile, t h e
week into the death of a Negro
However. it is believed that he in Pierce County as provided by Southern Regional Council
farmer here who was burned to C. Mabone, A. Dixon. Thomas Tasaid
In case you want to make the comparison, here is the has committed political hara-kari Georgia law and that the hoard a survey indicated about one and
turn, M. Hardy, M. Hart and A.
death two weeks ago,
followed
in
the
law
setting up a quarter million
The sheriff here questioned a Lloyd.
Negroes were W
1952 vote for Adlai and Ike in certain Chicago wards. by his latest move.
The paradotical situation caus- hearings for the challenged voters. eligible to .ote in Dixie In Tuessuspect and indicated that he sqsThe first column is the ward and in the last column "MP" ed by the Congressman's act, is
NASHVILLE—Tennessee's Mei*
added
that
He
only
70
Negroes
days presidential election. T. t is
pected foul play. Sheriff Charles C
showed
up
phis-born
for
the
total offense leader, Jea.
precincts.
attributed
hearings
missing
also
means
to
and
pera
larger
an
increase
drawr
to
over 1952 in every
1.1°11:Ind's attention was
centage of Negro votes going to that of that number only 15 were southern state except Mississippi. se Wilburn (Mr. Inside), the 170.
the mysterious death of Austin MitM.P.
Ike
Adlai
President Eisenhower.
disqualified from voting.
One Negro leader, managing pound halfback from Melrose
chell of George County who suf.
4
21,414
7,263
1
Powell. has a tar_ group of
Ella
C.—(INS)--Mrs,
DUNN,
editor of the Atlanta Daily World, High school and circus - catching
N.
,.fered fatal burns in his home. Mit7,651
25,613
2
faithful followers in Abyssinia Bapdeclared his own survey showed pass receiver, Atlanta-born Leon
Whitaker voted yesterday f o r
chell died later in a hospital.
7
24,439
8,220
tist church which he pastors in
3
more southern Negroes voted for Jamison, led the way for there
•
Holland said Mitchell's clothes the first time in her 83 years. .,he.
the heart of Harlem. *The church
teammates as Tennessee State Ti11
21.493
11,103
4
President Eisenhower.
Were burned from his body, hut geld she had been tempted many
has a membership of nearly 5,WASH WOODS, Va. — (INS)- Gordon said that earlier the N.- gers throttled Southern university
14,204
21,169
2
that the fire did not destroy the times before to vote, just never
6
000. His campaigners w er e This little Virginia fishing village gro vote this year could have 52-6, on Nov. 3.
g, around to it.
4118e.
24,214
8,402
6
20
"preaching" the method ot .:--- quickly completed its ballot tab- been decisive in some states
Next Saturday evening. Nov. lft,
Why did she finally vote? "I just
Arson was not immediately in16,771
5,975
6
27
ling the ticket
Illation. giving President Eisen where the race between the Presi- the undefeated Tigers tackle Almated and the sheriff said be still like that boy," she said, explain4
17,748
11,425
2$
Powell has —rved in the U. S bower three votes and Adlai Ste- dent and Adlai Stevenson is par- corn in Memphis at the Bluff City
does not know whether or net Kit- ing her vote for President Eisenticularly close.
Classic.
venson, one.
hower.
chell met with foul play.
11811101111111111110161111111(111111111111111111111HRMIllatill1101111111111111111111111110111101116a111111a11111111111111111111111 Congress since 1945.
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Bury Outstanding
Grad Of BTW High

Fine, Hold
Mixed Couple

Adam Beats Two
Seeking His Seat
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130 Voters Purged With
U. S. Court OK in Georgia

Dixie Burns
Crosses But
Negro Votes

N C Man Dies
As He Casts Vote

Police Probe
Fire Death Of
Miss. Farmer
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ust In Case You Want
o Make A Comparison

asts 1st Vote
In Her 83 Years

Tennessee State
hips Southern
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Va. Village Casts 3
For Ike, 1 For Adlai
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SOCIETY
Merry
Goaound
By Marjorie I. Ulan
of the Patroness Board meeting
Indian Summer continues to lull
Sigma Gamma Rho sorority.
of
and
us with its lot, eliness. .
wilissisee
Elizabeth Stokely was welMrs.
;
another
of
appearance
even the
day, October O. Seen left to
AT THE WABTAN'S BARN
ant secretary; Miss Elizabeth
After
member.
new
as
a
corned
,
the
dispelled
November has not
right are George Harris. ClarDANCE — Inferniality was the
Sawyer,
Joe Piuller, chairman
Mrs.
session.
Riley,
business
the
that
brightness of the golden days
ence Harris, Miss Inez Byrd.
keynote of the evening at the
of business committee; Robert
her daughter. Mrs.
by
assisted
Lest
autumn.
this
ours
have been
Mrs. Geneva Smith, Miss HelWilliams: Back Row: Caldwell
gala Barn Dance held by the
Mary Brooks and daughter-in-law,
we forget though, we'll awaken
Spartan's
Sander,
at
pres
Sportsmen
Club
James
Butts,
en
deSmith
a
and Morgan Smith.
served
Riley.
Helen
Mrs.
In
just any morning now and
ident: Earl Patterson, assistCurrie's Club Tropicana Satur(Photo by Eddie Lee Williams)
licious ice course.
coyfrost
of
beauty
weird
cold
the
•••
ering the remnants of the glorious
business manager; Mrs. ErnesFRIENDLY 12 CLUB — The
bers Mrs. Gertie B. Williams.
hotel was the scene
Orleans
The
peothe
summer. This week too.
secretary;
LawLouise
Mille r, Mrs. !Hattie
Mrs.
tine
of
meeting
formal
the
week
of
Saturday
Fall
Annual
the
pie voted — or should have — of
rence, president; Mrs. Genora
Mitchell and Mrs. fondle
Semper Fidelis club. . .and though
tuthe
Friendly
Club
to
Social
was
12
end
an
putting
thereby
Sykes, vice president; Mrs.
Park. The music of Bob (Honhostess Adaliade Settles had to
mult and din of campaign oratory
held Friday, Oct. Z. at the
eymoon) Garner prosided the
Mary Martin Smith, treasurer;
leave town due to an accident inin a presidential election year. We
Flamingo Room, attended by
Back, left to right: Mrs. Lillie
entertainment for the evening
her nephew who died Wedare concerned also with not only , volving
and
secretary;
friends
of gaiety enjoyed at the loveher
morning,
assistant
guests
than
more
ISO
of
Farmer,
the
nesday
well.
how
how many voted — but
Olabrooka,
Marjorie
front row, L to It are mem•
Mrs.
club-mates Nellie Humes and Ar•• •
ly affair. (Newson photo)
; A group of 6.950 residents of
dena Herndon carried on for her
During the last stretch of the in her absence. Novel place cards
; Memphis who were in trouble
race for votes. Memphis was hon- were the tea towels bearing the
away from home were among the
several
of
presence
the
ored with
n me of eac:h membr and guest.
persons who benefited
1,032,418
perinternational
national. and one
'
Scrumptious fried chicken and de- !
from the nationwide network of
as guest speakers for oar- licious accompanying fare delight- ,
Travelers Aid services last year.
ious
bus groups. It is regrettable that ed all. Prizes of a beautiful gray
it was revealed last week by .1
there is so much apathy in our pocketbook. a multicolored umbrelJames M. Breytspraak, president
Lester Elementary School PTA responding secretary, and Mrs.
midst, to the extent that audiences I la. an envelope pocketbook and a
of the Travelers Aid society of I
have been embarrassingly small. bracelet and neck ace set we t . observed annual PTA Week re- Ruby Bull, treasurer.
Memphis.
One can't help but feel that these won by th-e lucky ones. Guests at cently during its regular October
This information was drawn I.
listening to a very inby
meeting
a
.
speakers leave here with
A
person's
crochet
work
is
as
individual
as one's signature. Just
the lovely party were
! spiring address by Mrs. Georgia
er dim view of our fair city and Jackson .and Aietta J. Polk.
.ML as no two signatures are alike, no two samples of needlework from the latest Home Town Study
made by different erocheters are identical. Though you and your (Cony Herewith) compiled by the
V. Bumpus. State PTA president,
• a a
its citizenry. Maybe we need to
By the poem or * the Mune
neighbor may be making the same item with the same materials, National Travelers Aid Associatake a long, hard look at our-, Costume balls have become the and president of the Bluff City
differences may be seen in the joinings, the finishinge, the twist of tion to show the places or resiselves and especially our reac- source of lots of fun. . .and the PTA council.
Fruit aoti vegvtibisi *send.
a stitch. Because a little of your personality is included in every- dence of people who came to
tions to vital issues of our day and ; trand nows
A large number of parents were
i that the majority of
Buying any other wry
thing you crochet, your crochet makes cherished gifts. A gift made any Travolers Aid Society forj
times.
which
meeting
this
at
present
'guests do costume at Ho elaborate
by
you
represents
Memphis
to sAst you have le my.
thoughtfulness
time,
Adds
care
receiver.
and
to
the
assistance
The
year
last
Achievement
school's
the
' Members of
affairs. In this regard. th e : was a climax . to the
Society, which is a member of
Award Committee of Omega Ps' Voguettes are in the process of membership drive.
CROCHET FOR
The Y-Goal Trotters have openthe national association, was one
Psi fraternity are to be commend- making plans for their annual
The meeting was opened by the
REMEMBRANCE
By low, fruits arid vegetoblos
ed
their
basketball
the 108 ;sumac,- organizations
in
a
season
big'
of
Jesse
Turner.
selecting
ed for
Mardi Gras to be held at the . chaplain, Mrs. Ada! Jamerson,
must be sold by net weight
Rare is the festive occasion
nationwide
participating
the
style
tn
by
winning
their
first
two
cashier of our Tri-State Bank of Flamingo Room on Dec. 21. at 1 and a delightful musical program
that cannot be celebrated
or numerical count. Exceps
tabulation.
Memphis, to receive the 1936 Ome- which time the introduction of new followed. Mrs. Emma L. Jones is ball games.
with a crocheted gift. Since
non is mode for small fruits—
that
showed
Tuesday
study
night
overall
the
Trotters
The
paid
TurMr.
Award.
Achievement
ga
members of the Voguettes will be 1 program chairman. Mistress of
the recent introduction- of
os
berries, cherries, currants,
cities,
in
Lester
American
visit
Schoot
and
to
a
separate
won
7.270
,ter has made himself seen, heard made during the intermission, ceremonies was Mrs. Rosie Jones,
gold- and silver-twined cotwhen they are sold in mini.
by the score of 35 to 27.
addition to places in 89 foreign
The
and felt in finance, politics and This year the theme will be "In vice president.
ton threads, even 25th and
form, marked receptacles.
game was a thriller all the way
lands, were named as their home
civil and social circles! since his the Orient". with costumes and GUEST SPEAKER
50th wedding anneyearsaries
towns by a group of over 1,000,000
can be aptly remembered
return to our community follow- decorations centered accordingly. • The president, Mrs. George W. from the start to finish. At the
half time the score was tied at
with crochet. For births and
persons who turned to Taavelers
ing his . service in the Army In Prizes are to be given to the Trotter, introduced
To WI> yov shoppers pt. yo, money's
the guest
birthdays, showers and gradcompletion of his work at the Uni- guests wearing the best costumes. speaker. Mrs. Burnous, and pre- 26. Coach H. M. Carnes, who this
Aid for help in 1955.
worth, its ser.et of h,r,se was prepared
uations, crocheted apparel
versity of Chicago. His name is Keep your ears tuned for new de-'sented her with a beautiful white year has quite a few newcomers,
Residents of Memphis w ere
by ?he Oty Sealer of Ch.cogo, arid he
finds his team way under their
made from the specially-conreckoned with respectfully in the velopments for this pre-holiday carnation corsage.
among the 25.079 persons from 172
Deportmeni of viotoan amid measure'.
structed crochet wool or suscoring mark. Mr. Carnes also
banking and accounting circles of affair.
communities in Tennessee includ' There was equal enthusiasm on
per fingering- yarn are perstated he is hoping oe whole
•••
the Bluff City...and he is fearless
ed in this group.
! the part of both the speaker and team will
fect presents. Double-thick
find the range,
in taking a stand on matters perThe Su Amigo Bridge club met the audience as Mrs Rumpus distoys
to
makes
cotton
up
gift
St. Paul—Enough chickens are
Thursday evening. Nov. 1, Lestaining to civic rights. To Mr Tur- 1 Saturday week at the Gay Hawk
cussed the purposes and ()Nee- ter school paid a
delight the children, housein the U.S. to provide about
raised
visit
to
the
Goal
Allegra
wile,
ewe, his. charming
I with Lorraine Phillips as hostess. tives of Parent-Teacher associa.
hold items for house-warmfive for every man, *woman and
Trotters at the Abe Scharff NO
and their children, we doff our ! Members present were Minnie
ing parties, fashion acceslions and their functions on both where each team found the range
hats! He is a young man who Sanders. president: Mamie D i !sories to please girls and
local and state levels. S h e a tittle better than th• first
stands as a salard
lobo! of inspiration
al
. attie Jackson. Willie Mae
women from six to eixty.
end hope lo the thousands of Alexander. Marie Smith. Juanita 1 spoke to the assembly on the m- I game. The Trotters won the game
Crochet serves as a efwer-up tonic for invalids, too, who will spof
portance
cooperation
between
by score of 47 to 46. Lester school
young folk in our midst who often Allen and Mrs. Larence Bridges. ,
preciate receiving lattering bedjackets such as the one featured
must search long for someone Leanther Gallion oas absent be-' the parent and the teacher, and led all throughout the game until
today.
cited personal experiences to dem- one minute left to play.
worthy of emulation.
CHARMING BEDSIDE MANNER
cause of illness. Prizes were non
onstrate
the effectiveness of S'ORE TIED
' At the Omega Cocktail party by members Mamie Dillard and
Whether you have a friend who likes to loll in bed reading or
such a relationship.
The Trotters tied the score
which we briefly touched upon last i Willie Mae Alexander. and guest
one who is ordered to bed during a recuperating period, this lovewith a free throw made by forly jacket holds the promise of making her resting hours more
week, the question, "Who's likely Frances Hassel, Other guests OFFICERS
Mrs
princiRodgers,
Eddie
0.
ward
Charles Leeper. Lester unpleasant. The bedjacket is feminine and attraettive, crotheted of
to receive the reward.•' was the present were Delores Scott. Marwarm hut lightweieht wool in a lacy shell stitch. Black velvet riba Geld goal
burning question of the evening. ' garet Mosely and Gwen Feather- pal of Lester Elementary school. tied it again with
(INS) — Ever wonder h n
rutade gracious remark
follow- made by guard
bon is laced through the bottom of the short bodice and tied in a
A. W o rAnyhow. folk were glad of the stone. Miss Minnie Sanders will, ing
"aged"wood in furniture repro.:
the address. She expressed whip. With seconds left to play
bow at the bottom of the deep V-neckline. The full sleeves, seamopportunity to again enjoy the con- serve as hostess for the Novem-'
less shoulder line and easy-fitting bodice adapt to almost any size. I ductions gets that way?
her appreciation to those who !again Charles Leeper hit a field
trivial fun. . .the inane chatter. . ber meeting.
To obtain the directions for making a CROCHETED BED- 1
goal
made
that
an
interestsuch
possible
put
the
Trotters
one
the questions .and answers left THOSE INTERESTING
It's beaten. jabbed, hammered,
JACKET.
simply' send a stamped. aelf-addressed envelope to the
'point
mg
program. and to Mrs. Bumpus
ahead. Lester took the ball
hanging in the air...as they trek- PERSONS
inked and dirtied to provide that
Needlework
Department
request
for
newspaper
of
this
your
with
out trying hard to hit a field goal
Iced to the bar — or spied some- . The presence of the Honorable for her inspirational message.
" antique finish.
Leaflet No. PC 82a.
Other officers include Miss which would
have
won the
one and remembered a thought Edith Sampson at last Fraday
John Due, an official of a Grand
game.
Leeper
stopped the field
left hanging (You know where), night's Democratic public meet - Birdie Lenoir. second vice presifurniture firm (Cocheo
Rapids
the last cocktail gathering, of mg at Clayborn Temple touched dent. Mrs. Edna Myers, aecre- goal hy committing a foul in which
Bros. explained that "wormMERRY MENAGERIE
Walt
Disney
By
the
shooter
faded
to
'au.
Juanita
Miss
make.
Boswell,
The
cotirse!
col*.
off a wave of social. events in her I
eaten walnut" and "distressed
— I Trotters took the rebound and
Be this as it may. . .cocktail honor. That she is a V1P of no
mahogany- . are deliberately hatwent
into
a
freeze
which
won
the
small
means.
parties are v.onderful devices for
present to hear her ,Arkansas AM it N. Incidentally,
Wed to provide a soft, mellow
game.
letting down one's hair and for- sPeak were Mayor Edmund Or- Bob's wife, Eddie Mae is Margaaged look.
and
J.
W.
Morris led the Trotters
getting the many cares of the gill, Atty, Guy Joyner. Mrs. Fran- ret's sister. Other courtesies to
"We jab it with ice picks, blow
day. Among those out to meet ces Coe of the Board of Educe - this brilliant hut modest journalist scoring with 14 points. Charles
dirt in the holes, beat it with
the honorable Frederic E. Mor- lion and Mrs Ann Hickey. anoth- included the dinner entertainment Leeper scored 10. Robert Lauderdale 9. Carol Holman 8 and Da\ is
chains attached to a hammer.
row, the Omega speaker of the er political figure locally. Mrs.
of Mn and Mrs. J. A. Beauchamp
I squirt it with ink spots and then
following day. were Henry and Sampson. a world traveler. ora- for the entire Ratcliffe family, and scored 10 points for Lester.
GYM CLASSES
stain and lacquer it:' Due said.
tor,
lawaer and social worker who dinner with his
Myrtle White, Dr. W. H. and
mother-in-law.
The game followed_ the daily
"The result copies the really used.
Grace Young. Dr. J E. Hawkins formerly served as alternate dele• Mrs. .1. E. Herndon, sr.
gym class for girls which is held
of Forrest City, Ark • and Miss gate to the U. N. was sponsored
. ••
each
Thursday evening 4 lit 5 p. m.1
by
t
e
Democrats of Shelby POST HALLOWEEN PARTIES
Tollerson of Newport. •
After the game the big Platter parArk., Dorsey and Fanny
e s t, County under the direction of Dr.
Members of Jack and Jill had ty dance got
underway from 8
Mildred and Onzie Horne. Dr. Vas- I J•
Walker•
their annual ghost and goblin treat til 11:45 p. m.
co and Maxine Smith. Marilyn , A large motorcade
and a sound last %trick when the 9-12's held
Monday. Oct. 29. the boys atWatkins. Emogine and ATM(
truck greeted Mrs. Sampson at the their party at the home of the AlJust one of the millions of happy, healthy
tended gam class ages 13 to 15
son, Martyne Hanes. Mrs. An- 'airport. She is a Zeta. and
babies raised on Pet Evaporated Milk.
lan Hargraves' at 1254 Quinn. years.
Zeta
thony Jones of Holly Springs, , hamlet's Gloria Callian and
Zetas Mother-chairman Lois Hargraves
The
men's
volleaball
team
Miss . Macco and Harriet Walk- Utoka Qualls. Bertha
is
_
Ray. Itu- I and Emma 'I'. Johnson stayed in , continuing
. _
to get in shape. The voler. Johnetta Kelso. Marion Johns Mlle Rhine Woods and
Bernice Cal- the background as their children. ley ball
practice i's held each
and Jewel Gentry, John and Rita loway were on hand to greet her. Joan and Linda
Har,grat es and Monday, Tuesday
and Wednesday
Olive. John and uanita Brinkley. Mrs. Sampson was the house
guest Anthony and Bernard Johnson took I nights. 8Wil 10
p. m., Boys from
and John's brother. Att.. Percy of her long-time friends. Dr. and charge as hosts
and hostesses at the ages
of 7 td — Fars old atBrinkley of oalttmore. ma eat. Mrs. Julian Kelso.
Courtesies ocre their post-Halloween party of last tended
gym class Wednesday et
lie and Caffrey Bartholomew. 'extended by a local
business and Friday. Costume prizes went to ening from
4 til 5 p. in.
Mary and Houston collier. The A. erated clubs. the Zetas
and the Beverly Hooks for novel clown reMr. Carnes stated his gym classL. Plaxicox, Dr. Theron and Nell Links, organization in
which Mrs galia. to Maud te Brovanlee for es 'sill
continue the same schedNorthcross, Dr. E. Frank and 'Sampson holds membership.
She the most original costume — that ule until the Gray
n oat's,'t., IC—c
,,• :031
League gets unJeannette White. Atty. Russell and was the guest of the
Democratic of a dancer. to Rudolph Taylor
Laurie Sugarman.
group. under time direction of Mrs. the most comical, as a tramp derway January 7, 1957.
"I'm being neighborly! He doesn't feel well, so I'm servH. M. Carnes is physical directAlex and Estelle Dumas. Dr. Jana Porter. at dinner
at Tony's and Robert Davidson for his ver- or.
ing him breakfast in bed!"
Fred and Margaret Rivers. Dr. Inn, appeared and
spoke to the sion of Daa y Crockett. Dancing.
Oscar and Jewel Speight. Melvin Links aa their mectina which
N1 as relay games. apple bob ing and
Conley. Floyd and Lil Campbell.; held at the same place.
Chicago — State salts taxca. ',mwith Mrs. the like made the party MierAugusta and Harry Cash. Elmer Sallie Bartholomew as
ettles 23 years no, now comprise
were Lynda Johnson. Jean Lathosteso
Henderson, Ritta Porter, The A.
about 4C percent of all state tax
Links present and enjoying the ling. .lana Davis. Donny Davis.
W. Willises and the Thomas wilt vital comments.
reyentiea
obaervationa and !Homer F'ouche. Donald Brown! .
lises. Joe and Pauletta owns. suggestions passed
on by their il- Earline and Eleanor Houston. Pnlk
Howard and Joyce Pinkston. Dr. lustrious member were
If r s Pursear. Marna Williams and Di"Ike.' and Nets lVatson. . the Rivers. Mrs. Leland
Better wat s of helping colored Development Program, and recent
Atkins. Mra. anna Briscoe.
graduate baaileus. . .who was on Philip Booth. Mrs.
The Junior .1 & J's. Cie 6-9's had ' farm families to improve their population trends which indicate
Floyd Campthe ball every second seeing to bell- Miss Jewel
Gentry, Mrs, W. their party at the lovely back- terms and their homes are to a rapid decline in the number of
the comfort and pleasure of his H. Young. Mrs. Hollis
Price, Mrs, yard of Dr. and Mrs. H. H. John- be discussed in two area meetings colored farmers
guests . . also. Bill and carric I Cherie, Tarpley. Mrs. C.
RICKY — 10 months — son of
In the new
C. Saw - son at 1345 S. Parkway. last Sat- of supervisors of Negro extension
Nabors, Lawr- 2 and Erness 'ser. Mrs. C. S.
Young. Mrs. Jul- urday afternoon. Eat-, though Hal- ttork in 15 Southern States, P. H.
Mr.
&
Mrs. C. 0. Mitchell, 3160 Rochester Rd.
GREAT SCHOOL
Wistley, C. C. and Helen ,Saw- ian Kelso, Mrs. Robert
Lewis, jr.. loween had past, the &ft
..c Stone of the Federal Extension
ygr, B. G. and Ida Olive. Peter and Mrs. LeRoy
Jimmy Canada'. guitarist-arrangYoung. The group of date meant nothing to the Service administrative staff anAnother winner of the official "Pet Milk Baby of
and Leath Jones, the Joe Lee has completed plans for
er, with the Billy Williams quarthe coni- gay group assembled for the fun nounced this week
the
Week"
Certificate! the proud parents will receive
Nelsons. Clarance and Lou Pope ing National Line Week
The meetings are to be held tet, comes from the so-called school
celebra• of roasting wieners, playing in
worth of groceries from their favorite grocer.
NO-R1TUltN
$10
and Jerry pope. the Willard Bells. tion and for their cl
ad party the swings, slides na the assort- Nov. ft ano 9 at A. & T. college, for future great musicians. He rethe H. A. Gilliams.
ClUARTIlt-GALLON 110TTLI I
.and the scheduled for Nov. 15 at the home ed toys. Hot chocolate with
Mom of America's happy, healthy babies are raised
marsh- Greensboro, N. C.. and Dec. 5 placed Floyd Smith in the Jetervery charming Mary Lee Martin of Mr. and Mrs, R. S.
only
Lewis, jr. mallows and the other party faae and 6 in Texarkana, lexas The Pillars band back in the days of
on Pet Evaporated Milk than on any other brand
of Detroit. with whom I enjoyed
gave members Melanie McWil. extension supervisors of Maryland. Jimmy Blanton, Sid Catlett, Joe
time opportunity of catching up on
ROBERT M. RATCLIFFE. the hams. Kathy and Charles Graham, We't V'rgitha, Virginia , Kentuv' Jones and Harry "Sweets" Edison.
folk and events in the Motor City. Pittsburgh Courier News
Editor. Chew and Joe Shannon, Norris ittt, Tennessee. North Carolina,
ENTER YOUR BABY TODAY 1
Many and Margaret have long been former LeMoynite and journalist
and Donald W'alter, .Judy Latting, South Carolina. Georgia, Florida,
If your knew Isos beim fed Pet evaperohid Milli, end I
synonymoua names historically who got hie first taste of
Pu3n 3 y•ors
printers Billy Speight. Elizabeth and Don- and Alabama are to meet 'in
on., 511 in *04 coupon and send in
— and 'proof of that pudding' is ink right here in Memphie. hag ny Davie.
Lynne Chen. Pamela Greensboro, and those of Miss'sPit MILK COMPANY, 1500 Arcod• Side., Si. lesuie 1, Me.
the fact that they are childhood been visiting with his parents, Mr and Paula
Collins, Jana and Ed. strips Louisiana, Arkansas. Okla friends from their ho,netown. Dal- and Mrs. Harry Ratcliffe on So
gar Davis. III, Ernie Houston, Lyn- horns and Texas will meet in TexIASY'S NAME
in the new
AGE
las, Texas, and college classmates Parkway, Bob's vacation here has da and
Baleen Johnson, Rochelle arkana.
YOUR NAME
it Fisk IT There were others ' been filled with side trips to the and Rochester
Neely, jr., Dalton
These supervisors, who have un ,
two, and like I've said previously recent presidential inauguration at Hooka. Carey and Emmitt
Woods der tmor direction nearly 901)larm
YOUR ROOMS.
___
.one does become side-tracked Tougaloo college, a trip to Grain and Sandra and
(KJIMPFIt)
PIM)
Clarrse Hobson and home agents, will seek to proSEE
When so much genuine gaiety bling college down Louisiana way dreams that night of a
simply side better assistance to colored
art
(CITY)
abounds, particularly the kind pro- and via New Orleans, a
IMAM
•
NO -DEPOSIT
"awl
visit '0 wonderful party. The Mother's farm families by improving their
re•Ww• YOUR
AN piteuree beeswee Mei property of Po Milk Co., whose ch•ke
vided by meinbers of Omega that Miss. Vocatim al college at IWa committee was corn,
Rot NW
used of Lou- own supervision of the agents un•werd will km Pool.
night.
NO - RETURN
DEALER
Bena and a visit to Pine Bluff. ise 'tolling. chairman: Clara Hob- der them.
MT
WHAT THEY DID RECENTLY' along with his father and Irma- son, Minnie Woods, Catherine
erwiwnweel
In addition to con(idering prob. I
TODAY
BOTTLE
GALLON
Rtes. Irene Riley was the host- time friend J A. Beauchamp
ALL ENTRIES MUST NE IN BY DECEMBER IS
Johnson. Jeanalle Graham, co - terns in superaision. they will also
ess le , last regular meeting to visit with Margaret and "Bo" chairman and Jewel Speight.
discuss the Soil Bank, the Rural
CONTEST CLOSES ON DECEMBER 31

6,950 Get Help From
Travelers Aid Group

Lester Elementary
serves P'TA Week

Needlecraft News
by Nan

Baxter

Abe Scharff
YMCA
Activities

•

'Antiques'
Take Real
Beating

"Pet Milk Baby of the Week"•
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By Mrs. Anna Lee Cooke
Extra beautiful weather a ndl ,y Sc
Irvin Wendell Howell,
hundreds of energy filled specta- jr., son of Dr. an' Mrs. 1. W.
tors played a great part in the big Vowell of Paris, Tenn., for h i s
homecoming celebration of the heroic action in saving a seven75th Anniversary of Lane college. year-old play mate from drowning
Yes, we lost the game to Miles in a Paris ('re"- Young Howell
college by a score oi 26 to 7 bus is twelve yars old.
loyal Lanites refuse to let that The meri, badge wag presented
dampen their spirts for Lilo four to him by R. H. Woodson, chair.
HOSTS
AND GUESTS —
remaining games.
front row, left to right, are
man of tho oommit:se of Paris
Basileus of Epsilon Phi chapOMEGAS AND QUETTES —
honor, Saturday night, Ocannual award to a Memphian
Among the scores of guests
Mrs. 1, A. Watson, jr., Mrs.
Scout Troop 106. Irvin's mother is
Leading up to the week end
ter, B. G. Olive, Atty. Percy
Members
and
Epsilon
Phi
ot
tober 28, at the Universal
for outstanding community
Michigan — week-end guest of
celebration, several ch a r in ing the former Miss Evelyn Pruett of attending the Omega Cocktail
Brinkley of Baltimore, Md.,
Lounge. The gala party was
Chi Psi Chapters of Omega Psi
service. Jesse Turner, cashier
Party last Saturday night at
Dr. and Mrs. Frederick Risyoung ladies worked diligently this city.
brother of Prof. J. L. BrinkPhi fraternity along with their
was attended bs approximately
of the Tri-State Bank of Memthe Universal Lounge were
ers and life-long friend of Mrs.
aspiring for the title of Miss Drag. BRIDGE MEET
ley; Dr. Frederick Rivers,
100 guests, was held on the
ladies auxiliary group, The
phis was awarded the i936
guests,
onette. The contest came to a cli- The Atomic Bridge club which several out-of•town
Rivers; Mrs. Harry Cash, Mrs.
Washington,s1). C. — the guest
Queues, were host to the elabeve of the annual Achievement
award. Pictured are members
max with over $1400 being cats.meets weekly was elaborately en- along with the guest speaker
Frederick Rivers, Mrs. B. G.
speaker; Mt. and Mrs. H. A.
orate cocktail party, at which
Award Pro.t.;ram of the prater•
of the fraternity and the
ed. Thursday night homeco nos,g tertained on last Wes' ' night for the annual Omega AchieveOlive. and • Mrs. John L.
Brinkley. (Reese photo.)
Queues. Mr. morrow is seen
tY, at which Mr. Morrow was
the Hinorable E. Frederic
activities began with the Corona- in the home of the Sidney Per- men: Award Program. Seen,
Brinkley. Back row. L to R:
Morrow, Aide to President
back row center. (Reese phonib', at which Mr. Morrow was
tion Cc -monies being held in Lie Us' on Lane ave.,. with Mrs. Es•s
Eisenhower, was the guest of
the guest speaker. fon01,to.)
M. Per-'
-o as hostess.
college Gymrie
sium.
ing the Omega tradition of an
All eight members were present
KISS DRACONE1TE
which included Mesdames Evelyn
The young lady proudly receivStephenson, Vivian Bell, Marie
log the crown and the honor of Moore,
Fern Walker, Gr'rgie AdMiss Dragonette" was Miss •arkins and Messrs. J. T. Beck and "‘•
Fullwood,
a junior from De- s
rol
Bronaugh. Members were
BROOKLYN, N. Y. — Attend- ty's 42nd anniversary conclave at America's challenge." on Thurs.
troit, Mich. Her court consisted
served appetizers and dello-too -.
ing the homecoming game between • Miami, Florida. Subject of his day, December 27 at Mt. Zion Bapof Miss Marlene Davis, senior
barbecued ribs and corn-I ight
A woman who lived a century Virginia Union university and Vir- speech will be, "Civil Rights — tist church.
from Humboldt, Tenn., first -Iterbread.
nate; Miss Ouida Valux, a freshand
12 years died here last week. ginia State college at Richmond, 1
At work again after a most enman of Jackson second alternate;
Final rites were held for Mrs. 1 N'a., from Brooklyn were: New
joyable vacation is Mrs. Cora De- It4“'"aitrigaso
and Miss Crissie Fisher, a sophaberry, English instructor at West
Nancy Lurry, 112, who d.ed all York Sigma queen Shirley Cook,
more from Alamo, Tenn., third alHigh school in Madison County. In The Annie L. Brown Health' order of business,
the tasty the home of her daughter and! Carolyn Lowry, Bill Jones of Beta
ter-ate,
addition to her main destination, club met at the home of Mrs. menu and refreshments
provid- granddaughter, Mrs. Elizabeth Mil- Lambda Chapter and William E.
Friday night was the big Pig Lansing, Mich., as guest
of her L. M. McFadden at 1275 South ed an afternoon of fun for the
ler and Mrs. Dan Richmond, of Door, jr., National executive secskin Review and Barn Fire on niece and nephew, Dr. and Mrs.
Bellevue st., recently. The meet- members of the group. Mem400 Alabama st.
the campus. The Pig Skin Review Clinton Cannady and family,
retary of Phi Beta Sigma.
Mrs. ing was presided over by Mrs. bers of the Socialite club
are
which consisted of skits cer•'ered Deberry also visited
the cities of Dora Williams, first vice presi- looking forward to their
Beta Lambda chapter members
next meetaround the theme "The Diamond Chicago, I11., Gary, Ind.,
branch Post Office station named of Phi Beta Sigma conducted a
and De- dent; and devotions were led by .
•S. Ann iownsencl,
Shines for Lane, Lights Out for troit. Mich.
Mrs. A. Smith, followed by a Mrs. Mary Dell Gilliam is the for a Negro, and supervised by door to door canvass during regMiles" wa7 won by the Fresh- NOTED LEADERS
SPEAK
istration week in helping to add to
business meeting. At the Socialite club president and Mrs. an all Negro staff.
regular
Dian Class presentation.
The Jack and Jill Mother's club, close of the business session,
Two new streets Cherry and the total of voters for the coming
Charlene
Gould,
the
secretary.
' Saturday was the big day. Alum- Inc., sponsored the first in a
Simmons have been completely election. The Sigma House on
guests enjoyed a delightful chick* ••
ni of Lane were served hot
f- series of programs "Tell Us Docpaved. Many other streets have Prospect Place was the meeting
spaghetti
en
and
dinner. The well. THE 14TH
fee and cl.,ughnuts in the I. B. tor" in the reading room of the
WARD CIVIC club been repaired. A very large num- place each night as the brothers INFORMAL MEAL —
main course if served with hot
attended
meeting
thoroughly
was
will enjoy a pre-Thanksgiving meet
Tigreet Science building beginning J. K. Daniels Library on the camslices of French bread
toasted
PREPARE
ber
of
homes
TO
EASY
have
went
public-spirited
their
about
laid
sideenjoyed
by
all,
and
guests
left ing, Monday night, Nov. 12, at
at 9 a.m. Then at 9:30 a.m., one pus of Lane college last Sunday.
the
with grated Parmeasan
sprinkled
walks
and
put
their
property
service
in
districommunity,
to
the
if the most beautiful and talked Speakers for the occasion were Dr. praising the hospitality of their home of the president, Z. L. BonFootball and cool, sparkling fall ir Romano cheese, a orisp, tart
fine shape.
buting
literature
literacy
tests
on
hostess.
Mrs.
A.
L.
Higgins
is
about walking parades to grace William
ner of 773 Saxon ave. Many new , In view of
'-. Dr. McKissack,
days seem to suggest informal tart tossed salad and quick and
these achievements, and the importance of voting.
t the street- of Jackson took off noted dentist specializing in care president of the club, Mrs. R. things have come to the ward
feel
that
we
we
should
celebrate
'
Dr. George D. Flemming,s of suppers with easily prepared men- easy ice cream for dessert.
Anderson, secretary and Mrs. V. during the
from the campus on throi—' the of c",dren's teeVi onlightened par- A
year. We can boast of l with a repast. Every member is
Fort
Though soups know no season,
Worth, Texas, national presi- us. On of the simplest, most apStroud,
club
.
the
reporter.
main down town section. Excep- ents on the proper care that
having the first Fire Dept. man- asked to be
*
present to plan for dent, will deliver the keynote adenjoy
tionally pretty floats and bands W. E. hIcKissack, jr., and Dr.
petizing dishes to serve for such they say the time to really
ned by Negroes and the first
1957•
when there is an "R'•
dress at Phi Beta Sigma fraternioysters
is
from Birmingham, Ala., Corinth, should be taken and Dr. Crook THE SOCIALITE CLUB met at
occasions is a steaming, well seain the month. While oysters may
Miss., Hopkinsville, Ky., Mem- spoke on Child :Guidance. This is the home of Mrs. Ozellen Story,
oysterstew. Serve It at the now be purchased frozen the year
soned
phis and Dyersburg, Tenn., along just one of the very important of 2645 Supreme for their recent
table from a chafing dish, a soup around. we can enjoy their juicy,
with our own Lane college band events on the calendar for the meeting, and following the usual
.
tureen, or a large casserole set in fresh goodness during the genet,
were on hand for the parade. Of Jack and Jill Mother's club which
ous string of "R" months ahead.
course the front car in the parade is guided under the efficient presa warmer.
carried the president of the col- idency of Mrs. Mary L. Warnack.
And for oysters at their best cook
This nutritious soup, made tasover low heat only-until the edges
lege, Dr. C. A. Kirkendoll.
LOOKING FORWARD
ty with half-and half and butter, curl and serve promptly,
Taking first place for the most Merry High
school appears in
is completely satisfying as t h e
beautiful float was Alpha Phi Al- the first
DISTINCTIVE FLAVOR
of a series of r•adio propha fraternity with Delta Sigma grams over
The distinctive flavor of oysters
station WJAK on SatTheta Sorority coming second. organ Nov.
blend well with the bland flavor of
3 at 9 a.m. There
The bands again displayed their after they will
the milk which supplies addRions
be heard every
skill marching from the campus to two weeks so
By NORA W. MARTIN
al protein sq weft as calcium and
keep this in mind
Rothrock Stadium at 12:30 P.m, and be sure to tune
other valuable nutrients to t h
PARIS — Good cooking is a
in.
for pre-game activities. During The West Tennessee
meal.
Education- woman's passport to a happy
the half-time Miles and Lane eel- al congress,
Nov. 15 through 17 family life.
OWTER PRIM
1EAST
lege bands performed and M iss on the campus of
That's the firm conviction of
Lane college.
oysters
pint
1
Dragonette was honored.
American Education Week. Nov. Countess Marie-Pierre De TouThe Memphis Baptist Brother- 1-4 cup butter
The night brought on the big 11 through 17. "Schools for a Louse-Lautree known in Paris as
hood will meet next Tuesady at I quart half-and-bait
dance in the Lane college gym Stronger America."
"Mapie" (diminutive for Marie8 p.m., Nov. 13 at the S. A ss teaspoon salt
with Phillip Reynolds and his band Be sure to visit your schools. Pierre.) Her husband, Count Guy
Owen Jr. college, Orleans a
d Few grains peppier
furnishing the music. A m ong Designed to focus attention on De Toulouse-Lautrec
is CommandVance where a report of the State 4 teaspoons butter
former'anites and visitors I was American Education Week and at- ing Admiral of French
Naval
Baptist Layman hlivement meet- Paprika
able to see were: Mrs. Doris tempting to raise the morale of forces in
the Pacific and the greating
held in Jackson, Tenn. will
Drain oysterst save
Melt
Person Tatum of St. Louis, Mo., teachers a recognition dinner for grand-nephew
of the famous
be made.
butter in saucepan: Add oysters.
Sanford Holder of Chicago, Ill., teachers is being given by the French impressionist
painter.
The officers of the var.!ow; Cook slowly until edges curl. Heat
Floyd Ivy of Clarksville, Tenn., Jackson Chamber of Commerce on The countess
is a cooking exBrotherhoods in each churli is half-and-half: add oysters, oyster
Ashton Hayes of Memphis, Clinton 'Nednesday, Nov. 7 in the Lincoln pert in the best French
tradition.
expected to send reprezrntdrives liquor, salt. Pepper and butter,
Gray of Clarksville, Mr. and Mrs. Elementary school cafeteria.
Under the title of "The Recipes
to this meeting.
Frank Gray of Memphis. Mr. and Nov. 2-30, the Annual Charm of
pour into howls, top each with
Mapie" her first cookbook has
The 1957 plans for the organisa- paprika. Make 4 servings.
Mrs. Samuel Seals of Chattanoo- and Personality Clinic is being
EMPLOYEES
just been published in Paris. She
HONORED —
made the presentations at
tion will be discussed and it is
of Perel & Lowenstein. N o t
ga; Jimmie Neeley of Memphis; held on the campus of Lane colService pin awards were made
also is food adviser for a popular
the 67th Anniversary banquet
earnestly desired that every
shown is William Rhyme 4,
Mr. and Mrs. Jacob Bronaugh lege. Mrs. Thelma V. Vi'atcon
to employees with five or
weekly woman's magazine.
held at the Orleans Hotel last
church and layman or brotherhahd
who received a five year pin.
and Mrs. Virginia Baker of Ho- director, Christian Service center,
more years of continuous emBut
the
countess
is
by
Friday. Shown, from left to
no
means
be present.
Among those who spoke brief• kinsville, Ky.. Mrs. Gladys Bro- CME church will be the ma in
ployment with Perel & Lower?.
Bro. Z. L. Bonner Is the presiright: Jobe Walker, holding
ly during the banquet were
naugh of Indianapolis, Ind., an d speaker and Charm consultant, an ordinary cooking expert. Her
stein Jewelry firm, of 144 So.
family being a member of the high
dent. The Memphis Baptist Brothfive-year pin; Philip Perel;
Len Roberson, who has 46
many others. And so ends another
Main st., last week. Philip
French society, she often tries
erhood plans to bring the great
Miss Corine Dotson, holding
years of service with the store
homecoming for Lane college but ow
Perel, president of Perel &
out new tasty "tricks" in her kitTennessee Baptist M & E Con- i
five year pin; Lee Grant, with
we'll be looking forward to anothand Granville Donoho, with
Lowenstein (second from left),
chen.
vention chorus to Memphis in De10 year pin; and Leon Thaler year.
more than 25 years
cember,
Her attractive a n d strong
heimer, advertising manager
Students at Merry High school
personality — she is a vivacious,
are all excited and in the process
elegant tall brunette with four
of getting ready for their home- Rev. W. L. Varnado and he
grown-up children—is closely tied
coming which is set for Nov. 8 Jackson Avenue Baptist church
when Merry meets Easom High will be guests of the Little Rock with the feminine and original
,111 school of Corinth, Miss. The wel- Baptist church of 40 S. Willette side of her character.
Find the countess attending a
IF come mat will be out and here st., Sunday, Nov. 11 at 3 p.m.
fashion show at Dior, later disyou'll witness another grand paHarvest day will be observed
rade and the honoree. Miss 1-lor- the entire day. The theme; 7-'•ring- cussing a recipe at Maxim's and
then helping one of her children
net. Don't know who she will be tog the sheep. Our pastor will be .0
get ready for a trip to
but sevehal attractive young lad- gin the highlights of Harvest day I
America. In between you may
ies are aspiring. Be on hand at at 11 a.m.
find her at home trying out a
Rothrock Stadium at 8 p.m.
The program will continue thru
Nliddlr new and different way to make
HERO HONORED
night service. Mrs. Lucille
The action of die Pietth Congress of the United Swink approsirlistitg .225,001)So
Jacksonians are very proud of brook is chairman and Rev. E. an omelet with 'truffles.
r-lehrate the centennial of Rooker T. Washington, kinds qppostunity to asuppiwieo
always
She
wears
a
hat,
even
the honor that was bestowed on H. .johnson, pastor.
great educator's contribution to Negro advancement.
in her own kitchen.
To psi:rpm-IT anderstand Booker T. Washington's hisioribal vole, k insitimarmweeielied,.
"I like hats." she said, "and I
that he came to the forefront during the low* elk of race relations in America. M that
don't see why I shouldn't wear one
time the Negro faced almost complete denial of the great promisi of himedomAlmouisithrilse
all the time." She may take
Civil War and Reconstruction, and seamed facing extermination.
off her shoes to be more comWhat the Negro needed in the /890's was time and weapons to erenhst the eat intile.
fortable but she insists upon a
MCC of his enemis and detractors. He needed wiansuransw of his poiesitialitissi, oppostasohat . . . and no apron.
ities and a program for realizing them.
Here are some of her ideas
Booker T. Washington supplied both. His (leslomeeir approach to race wietions nerreid
on cooking.
the hand of his enemies and revived the sympathy of his friends. k was time iv sum"If a wife isn't a good cook her
promise, rather than attack; time kir worganizatiiin and psepagation for coping 046 Jae
husband may get into the habit
harsh period ahead.
of not coming home for meals.
There being no plate for the Negro to go, Washington adeisecl
n to dew wheserlise
She also must be able to whip
was, to prepare himself to deal with the problems of his environment, and to milk* a truce •
up tasty dishes on short notice
with the surrounding white people. This meant climipline., education, scbsictgi,
for unexpected guests.
iodurtry and thrift
''You can't be a good cook withThe results of this campaign berm* aniverserflr evideal, not only In the gam& and
out love. Love for your husband,
expansion of the school whiil be founded bet also in the organisation of self-help efforts
for your children or the friends
which redounded to Negao's advantage and made him a :nose valuable salmi it the
and guests for whom you precommunity.
pare a meal. It is the love you
It is therefore entirely fitting that in 19.16, the centennial of the birth of Booker T.
have for them which makes your
Waddington is a slave robin in Franklin County., Virginia that all friends of the Negro
cooking a success."
(-hock' extend then-wives to publicise the philosophy and prograsna
In the opinion of the countof this inspired man who did so methto help vesoise the wariat
ess, good cooking and the art of
onflict in America.
arranging flowers are as basic,
Under the sponserrship of the Briclker T. lillraitingenn Cerienohd
important and normal for the
Feeling lazy ... ho-hum hazy?
Commission of iciiter Washington Birthplace, Va, beaded by the
woman of today as they were 50
Need a spark to get you back ors
redoubtable Sishiey J. Phillips, 1956-1957 should bring to the Monyears ago. And, contrary to betion
of America as never befove the contribution of ane of
lief, "French cuisine" is not comyour feet again? Try a sparkling
greatest Isom
plicated.
Caoseer-I&own=
bottle of bright and bracing
"Many simple things," she advised, "but make them perfect. To
Coca-Cola — the qualiry refresh.
YOU TOO CAN HELP CIFLEBBATILS
become a goo'
, cook you must
CMORGE S. 9C1RJYLER
meat with the light little lift
practice, just a., a pianist must do
Harry! Just a few left
4ssori4s.e Edisor
his scales."
CARVER—WASHINGTON
that comes through in a moment.
Pleseinergh Courier
For her new cookbook the countdirer are wearing new Sim"YOU'RE A SMARTY!!" Jess
COMMEMORATIVE COINS
ess
for
Pattern
took inspiration from the old
styles
plicity
co-eds
Have a Coke ... and come back
Wallace
of
Nash
(C)
Jessie
ler
FREE
which as members of Tennes- handwritten recipes in the fami,t,
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For• Nisisiaed taw
ville tells classmate Mary Bra
refreshed!
see State University's Home ly, which she had adapted and
Pocket rise — 50e
ewer, crl
den (R) ef Chapel Rill, Tenn.
Economics club they modeled simplified for modern life. She
BOTTLED UNDER AUTHORITY OP THE COCA-COLA SOTTLING COMPANY II
"Cresok
Wipuriorn".
ORDER TODAY
NIF orsiiington'. !rose
lareause Miss Braden knows
last week. Mrs. Mary H. plans to have the book translated
Ri501:ER T. WASHINGTON CENTENNIAL CO1111141tioal
feeneos kint atIons BOOKER WASHINGTON BIRTHPLACE, Virginia
the correct answers hi "Funds.
Greer, club adviser and home into English by her son, 19-yearFF
'nor*
Sidors J. Minim, osa.isiaer
menials of Dress." With them
economics faculty member, old Charles Constantin, who re- COCA-COLA BOTTLING COMPANY OF MEMPHIS, TENN.
0.is freshman Build, Johnson
directed the showing. Clanton
cently returned from college in the
"Coke" Ito rtvg i stored trade rofs.4.
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?h. David Williams jr., who
has been stationed in Ramberg,
Germany, has been discharged
WARREN
and is now at home with his parents, Mr. and Mrs. David W11By MRS. MAlTIE M. BURNETT
'11015, sr.
Stewart
Wilmer
Mr. and Mrs.
'I he trustee helpers club met
in the home of Mrs. Mary Boyars the parents of a little daughter
WASHINGTON, D. C.
"When'
"The
opposition to the proposal,"
kins iast Friday afternoon, with
born last week. Mrs. Stewart is
Civil Service Commissionee he further stated, "stems from
the daughter of Mrs. Alberta Mc- the
the president, Mrs. Bessie Maude
decides that the Commission is a I the determination to retain the
Williams.
Rhine hart. presiding. A tasty
functionar
the
White
of
y
House, absolute life and death power over
luncheon was served by the host.
Miss Mollie Ben Gates, daughWilson Gates I then we have indeed gone far federal workers. Under this sysesses, Mrs. Ada Veasy, Mrs. E.
ter of Mr. and Mrs.
afield from its original concept." tem the standards of conduct vary
left last week for Nashville. Tenn.,
G. Gilliam, Mrs. Sallie Neal,
James B. Cobb. national presi- from area to area and official to
enroll
Nathe
in
will
she
where
Mrs. Dora Brown, and Mrs. Rendent of the National Alliance of official.
nie Collins.
tional School of Business.
Employees
Postal
,
declared
in a "In this vein," be added, "adMrs. Laura ALLves left for MilMrs. Maggie Spencer returned
waukee, Wis., where she will rehome last week after being called speech to the delegates, postal ministrative laws and regulations
personnel and leading civic fig- must not, like an accordian, be
main for the winter months.
to Texas to the bedside of her
daughter, Mrs. Annie Lou (Babe). urea at, the opening meeting of expanded and contracted to fill
Mr. and Mrs, Fred Cornelius
their 10th District area conven- the whim or will or particular injr., of San Francisco, Calif., spent
A ten (10) nights successful re•
dividuals."
ideal held at Pleasant Valley tion..
some time here in the city with
The demand for recognition of
The audience heard sharp criticBaptist church closed last week.
Mr. Cornelius' parents, Mr. and
The speaker was from Jackson. federal employes unions was the ism of statements made by agency
Mrs. Fred Cornelius, sr.
inajor
topic
for
discussion at the representatives to a Congressional
Miss.
Mrs. Laura Hayes left for MilCommittee studying such a measMr. and Mrs. Isaiah Frererichs meeting.
Little Rock visited with Mrs.
Pointing sharply to the evils of ure in the closing days of the last
are the parents of a little &LushDixie Strange last Thursday.
ter born recently at Keesler Field 'the Commission's interpretations session. In his criticism, Cobb
Jim Mays celebrated his 73rd
is the of its function, which originally flatly contradicted the statement
n
hospital. Mrs. Fredechs
birthday last Sunday in his horo•
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Percy was to safeguard the career serv- made by officials that the union
on Beaver st., his daughters, Mrs.
ice from plundering by political recognition measure was not needBeal Beavers of Pinenluff a n d
M anning*.
Mrs. Odell Patton and Mrs, JenA Band Boosters Club was or- parties, he gave instances of hard- ed.
Further substantiating his posiganized at Carver High school ships endured by postal workers.
nie Mays and his daughter-in-law,
tion, the Postal union official cited
last week for the benefit of the NEED LAW
Mrs. Olive Mays Abely prepared
"The incidents," he said. "make,the majority opinion of Chief JusBand. The following officers were
a delicious turkey dinner with all
the trimmings. He received many
elected: Claborne Moore, presi- t imperative that some balancing tier Charles Evan Hughes in the
beautiful gifts and his sons were
dent; Mrs. Georgia Williams. see- machinery be established in law case of the National Relations
on hand to celebrate the occasion.
retary; Tommie Ford, treasurer; to correct the posture of public Board v. Jones & Laughlin Steel
CHOIR MEMBERS of the
a new set of chairs for the
The Building Fund Drive at
Percy Manning, chaplain. Others officials and especially those in the Corporation in which he wrote that
Cummings, Miss Beatrice
Mae Freeman, Mrs, Hattie
First Mount Carmel Bamist
choir stand. Front row (from
present were Mrs. Catherine Bak- U. S. Postal Service in their rela- unions are essential to give laFreem2n, Miss Louise Carry
Union Hill Baptist church came
Mae Marshall, Mrs. Emir le
church, Winfield. Ga., particileft) Boddie Collier, Miss iii'.
and Miss Ida Mae Brinson.
er, Gladys Moore, Mr. and Mrs. tionship -with employe problems." borers opportunity to deal on
to a very successful close last SunMarshall and the organist,
pate in seremonies dedicating
The Postal Alliance president equality with their employer.
met Brinson. Mrs. Laura B.
Rear: \Stine Brinson, Julia
Rufus Johnson, Bishop Williams
day night. The total amount rais.
Mrs. Hastie Bannister.
and Roy Paige. Mr. M. Crawford cited cases of abuse which went
ed was Sin8.28. Rev. L. L. StrickThe Convention chairman. Discontrary to the procedure set down trict president William F.
land is the pastor.
Is band master.
Cook,
The Eastern Star Chapter's new
Carver High school celebrated by the Department for meeting assisted by branch president,
light and union leaf observed
their "Home coming" last week the requests of employes.
Charles Mothershed, of the Golden
He ?aid. 'that historically the Gate PTS branch and branch.
their annual Peak's Day last Sunwith one of the most beautiful
parades ever witnessed. Miss Bar- American people through the La- president Raymond L. Ingram ofl
day afternoon at the New Zion
By ALICE BROWN SMITH
CLARKSVILLE
AME church. Rev.
bara Moore was voted "Miss Carv- bor Relations Act of 1935 had set the San Francisco branch guided
J. Rem, Mrs. Lola Mae Scales suddenly, By EDWARD BROWN. JR. bert is the pastor. ItB. was
er High." The parade was fol- the climate in which management the business of the branch to its
BROOKHAVEN, Miss. — Hello LAUREL
all a
13)
W.
L. C. SIMS
passed. last Sunday. The last rites .rhe
lowed by a ball game between and employes should function."
conclusion,
and greetings from the Magnolia'
week of Oct 26 is Appreci- very big affair.
Mrs. G. W. Hammons and Mrs.
Carver Pirates and Biloxi Nichols
State. The weather is fine and the
Many prominent Laurelites are ! were held at Mt; Zion C M E ation Week at the St. Peter's AME
High which Carver won 40 to 8.
pigskin parade is still the center On the sick list this week Among' church, Rev. J. V. Murdock and church for their pastor. Rev. M. Mamie Smith of Los Angeles, CalMrs. Ruth Breland was given
of attraction just now, though the them are Mrs. Joe Huchard Isto: Rev. Ambrose of Tupelo were in Peace who will soon go to Con- ifornia, were the charming dinner
a leave of absence from the
underwent surgery recently at the charge. She leaves to mourn her ference which will be held in Pa- guests of Mr. and Mrs. Dan Jones
season is just about over,
a father, mother, four,
last Wednesday. Mrs. Jones servs
T
faculty of Carver High for a few
h
Eons of folk were on hand Oct. Jones County Community hospit- passin-•
Sundayh
.
, three sister the Ebenezer Baptist
months. Her postion was filled
g
27, for the Alcorn-Paul Quinn has- al; T. J. Hearn who is a patient
churcn of ed her guests a delicious dinner.
Mrs. Mary Holder -field and Mr.
by Mrs. M. Crawford, wife of the
sle. It was homecoming you know at the Southeastern Benevolent and a host of other relatives and Nashville with their pastor. Rev.
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1 nessee. Our visitors were greatly
friends.
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William Boiwe and Mr. and Mrs.
band Instructor.
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Jones,
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J
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Mrs.
home
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and
folk
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really
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a
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musical
pro-I
By CORTL/LND R. RHEA
I pleased and impressed with our
Mr. and Mrs. Ella Evans of Chi- gram.
Edgar Mays motored to Homer,
Mr. and Mrs, Charles Acker of
smooth as glass and sharp as convalescence a
Rosa Barnes't
beautiful church budding and its
Gainesville are the proud parents
The Clarksville Ministers' Alli- La., and Holder Field last SunLangston High school now has al surroundin
tacks. Leading the fashion parade Clinic and Little Heywood Jones, cago visited her sick father in
gs, they were also imof a little son born last week at ilew additional building, which :I
were Vera Harris Miller; Sadie jr.. who is also a patient at Barnes Memphis, she also visited her ance had one of the candidates for day.
I pressed with the efficient and cour•
the local hospital, Mrs. Acker is was under construction during
mayor, Paul McGregor, at St. Pe- , Milton Walker is ill in the BradMcGee
Robinson.
and Ella
.
th
ll of Clinic. He is suffering from a SC mother in the city.
•-e teous way in which our fellowship
The Rosenwald Foot Ball team ter's CME church to state his ely County Memorial Hospital. Ws
the daughter of Mrs. Eva Vince summer Two subjects have gbeen
Jackson. From Ruleville were the vere case of Bronchitis. He is the
.., fi
• d h
d ' th ' t
• defeated Riply last Friday with platform and views to having Negets
•
ca mwpehlellsooisn.
of Gainesville.
addedo
curriculum•typing,
Henry Smiths and their pretty grandson o
r. an . .. Jessie
score of 41-0. Coach Roebuck is gro policemen, firemen. nurses,' Tpeheodeis
Those confined to the local hos- I and the Bible. The enrollment is here. Everything was done well by: daughters. Others seen and greet- Sanders.
now staall who had the responsibility of '
tioned at Fort Carson. Colo., and
well leased with his team Rev etc. Mr. McGregor stated that
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ed were: President and Mrs. J.
he
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Willie
r
of
t
o
F
making
their
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stay
;
pleasant
a
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Helen
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May
Ethel McGrew, vinee.
weeks of basic trainBoyd. Ltica
Jr. College: Mr.' Rucker and wife are home on :. W. C. Armstrong, pastor of An- was in favor of Negro firemen. po- , taking
Nathaniel I Prof. D. R. Reed. principal: Another improvement has been
: and Mrs. W.
derson Chapel delivered a pow- !icemen and nurses and that some ing. He is in the Co-A 47 infantry.
Pearlie Mae
-S,
Demby
A.
and:
furlough.
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Miss
Mrs.
Hendry
Horsley, Prof. R. T. added to the long list of improveEtta
of the
erful sermon last Sunday.
Gainy and Mrs. Sarah Buford.
people misquoted 'and mistmder- Mrs, Carl Hall , has returned
a Hale, Mrs. A. R. Duffield, Prof. ments at the church. A telephone daughter, Aleyne Cain pf Vicks- Mt. Olive Community died at her
home after spending the summer
rally
Anderson
The
at
Chapel
Sleep! Paige was called to Psi- H. W. Williams Mrs
. G. R. Shear- has been installed in the hail of burg; President B. C. MeLaurin, home last Thursday morning after was a success they raised S801.46. stood his aRitude toward Negroes, in Gary. Ind.,
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fiesburg le the bedside of his
and
that
he
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a
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businessm
Retaugh a brief illness. Mrs. Hendry sufs
an
_ Prof. E. P. Curuthers, M r 5. the basement which makes your Du
sioer_tn.law. Sire. Iola Lewis who er,
The Decorating and Repair Fund
Rev. Rucker' the pastor of As- and in business for all the people.
Williams. Prof. R. A. Jack- church as close to you as your .. mas, Natchez; Mr. and Mrs. T. tered a stroke, recently.
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a
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The total
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We are progressing wonderfully,
church social will be held at the official i Marion
Lincoln's
mother, Mrs. Iola Jef- his views about having Negro
i
Davis and MM- i the home of the bride's parents in
po- under the
secretary. Langston high school
church Monday night at 8:00 p.m.
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leadership of our worthy
fries last weekend. She also visit- licemen, firemen and nurses, etc.
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ed
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Ile,
Mr.
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stated
scads of others too numerous to
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Coronation of Miss Langston for came
A call meeting of the Laurel'
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into the church during Rev.' mention.
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wishes
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.
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Clark,,
pastor of the St. John Baptist Last Friday night. It was very sue.
Louis, Mo.
week from St. Louis, Mo , Mil- ship workshops take place. Expect- and interested friends are
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asked to Paul AME Zion church and friends
waukee, Wis., Chicago, Ilt. and ed to serve as Consultant is Rob- he present.
Mr. and Mrs. Ted Canada moved and family.
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Bennated by the CIO Local No's 168
Miss Nanie ery recently at the dentist's.
esting at Boyles, Miss
Derrick is pastor.
Tuskegee and Regional Director held at Hudsonville on October Weems.
ham High school team of
of the Southern Lumber Company
Rev. W. M. Porter. motored to
St.
Maik's
AME church will
of Zeta Phi Beta Sorority. Plans 18 Rev. A. L. Richmond. officiatKy., in a homecoming event conto help
Mrs. Herticine Harris-Henley of 1 have its $1,000.00 rally
ahroeplaygroundsc ol bouuytinign tflierir
Kosciusko. Miss. last Sunday to
on the 4th
Florida is said to have more are being laid for the April 1957 ed.-She leaves to mourn her pass- Chicago. Ill.,
test
played
here
in
Memorial
forts for the
Stavisiting
in the 1Sunday in November. Mrs.
is
attend his church services at
equip.
Ruby
dium. on the night of Oct. 25 bis kinds of trees than any other Regional meeting at Pine Bluff' ;ng two diughters, two sons and
lpthte
h ey
Palestine Baptist c
a: home of her father, Dock Harris'Green is the secretary.
e pasthe
the score of 34 to 13. In the mean- state
Ark.
! host of other relatives and friends for a few days.
tor, Rev. Porter. preached out of time.
, Mrs. Ethel Smith is at home elementary school. The Rev. and
Barbara
Hill.
of
the
Mrs.
P. H. Russell were also guests
tenth
his soul.
now feeling much better.
Miss Mary Canada was the grade, was crowned Miss LangsMrs Pearl Dowell is doing a at the banquet.
Mrs. Clara Edwards
weekend guest of her mother. Mrs. , son.
much. better job at this time. honored
•• •
Mrs.
May Bjruiel cf Detroit,
Mandy Brown. recently.
also
Mrs
Lula
Matthews is on our
She
'JACKSON
brought her little daughter, 1sick list. her daughter. Mrs. Jose- . Mich., with a going awayparty
By MRS. GEORGIA MeVEIGH
h
%Ian Canada along.
last
1
phine Simpson from Memphis is in her home
Monday night.
Women's Day was observed at,
Some of her friends who helped
Miss Freddie Lee Jones of
visiting her during her illness.
Shaves. Miss., was the guest of Cumberland St, Baptist church lastj
Mr. and Mrs. James W. Born- her celebrate were Mrs. Frenchis
her grandparents. Rev, and sirs. Sunday The Rev. L. Shelby. stu-1
mei!. baby son is doing much bet- ' Bowie, Mrs. Juanita Davis, MrsAik
dent of Lane College, preached an'
Annie Mae White, Mrs. Lucy Benin/
L. D. Fields. recently.
ter and will be home soon.
ton, Mrs. Grace Crockerham, Mrs,
Moorhead Elementary school. .excellent sermon and an interestBernice Wright and Mrs. Exie
opened its fall sessions on Octob-i nig program. Rev. Wm. Monroe
Gut•
•
•
• lege and others. The hostess server 29th. with the principal James is pastor
Mrs.
Lillie
B
Jones
and
C. Rosser and faculty in charge.
husher guests and the honoree°
Mississippi eda delicious
Mrs. Julia Mae Taylor. Will Val- nand of Humboldt. Tenn., were in
luncheon.
city last week to see her au* *•
Watson.ker. Mrs. /Mina Johnson. Mrs.
ter
who
hss
been
very
ill for some
Mrs. Hannah Alston. Mrs.
BATESVILLE
and vshile here, visited the
Rosanna Mays. Mrs James C. time
GREENWOOD
By REV. !HATTIE W.ATKIN
.'
!tosser, Mrs. Lois Ingram and Chicaso Defender office
The fourth quarterly conference
Mrs. Laura Williams died last
Mrs. Newell, are the faculty ntem•' The Ghosts. Spooks and Witches
will be held at the St. Mary's
highly entertained a large audibers,
CME church on November 11. Rev. Friday at her home on Cast st.
ence which was held in the base••
C. A. Hawkins is the pastor and Mr. and Mrs. Willie Drankard and
ment of Berean Baptist church on
family motored to Springfield, Mo,
STARKVILLE
I Rev. E. D. Haslett is the presid- to visit relatives,
Halloween night Oct. 30. All pres•
last weekend.
•
ing
By MRS. FANNIE MOORE
elder.
.
ent were well entertained. Admis•
They were accompanied by MissI
Virgie Mae Roberts. gr a n d- sion
es Inez and Nola Williams and
10c
daughter of Mr Ed Lindsey died i Mrs. Fannie B. Moton and her
Miss Naomi Smith.
in Chicago last Monday. The re-1 sister, Mrs. Willie Moton of Rt. 1,
Florence McCurn and Miss Nomains were brought home for bun. Jackson visited the Chicago Dera Shaver were the weekend
al Saturday and were funeralized fender office on special busines,
suests of Mr. and Mrs. W. M.
GEORGIA
Sunday at Rock Hill Methodist Visitors are always welcome.
Crosby's- Neallysville, Mo.
church with Rev. W. B. Rogers,
McRAE
Mrs Horbert Tucker is visiting
Rev. A. L. Campbell preached a
officiating,
By MRS. VIOLA THOMAS
in Des Moines, Iowa with relatives.
very fervent sermon at Berean :
It was quite a high day at the
Mr. and Mrs. Mels in James of church Sunday. His text: "The
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Strong and
New Shiloh A. B. church last Sun. children and mother of
Cleveland, Ohio, were home to at- 1 Secret of Growing Love." I wish
Chicago,
day. At 7:30 that evening a show ill., are here to attend
tend the funeral of Mr. James' everybody could have heard that
his aunt's
celebration portraying the death funeral. Mrs. Laura
sister, Mrs. Missie James, who sermon.
Williams.
of Christ was given.
died in St. Louis. The body was
The Bible haslet met last Thurill
Our visitors impression of us:
H 0 1. D BIRTHDAV PARTY
Collegians
Club,
a
group
Ohio;
of
Sp
Thomas
.3
Baptist
of
USO
hostesses
and hosts par•
The pastor's anniversary will day evening.
seat home for burial and was fu- Friday through Sunday of last
-lhe bitthilay party held re
about 30 young siigustans.
Panama. C. 1- and Prisa6e
ticipated in the progra m.
begin on Oct 31st throughout the
',malted at Bethel MB church week. We entertained the NAACP j eently at the
The Missionary Society met last
Ninth Streu
Honored
at
the
parts
W. ('. Grapon of Detroit. Mich.
(1 to r)
Georgf. Mays is president of
with Reg. R. M. Shaw, officiating.i Conference for the State of Tenweek. Looking forward to having Friday at Anne Church,
USO was sponsored by the
with the
Pfc. Ossie Drake of lleveland,
More than 641 scrsicemen,
the Collegians.
a wonderful time,
president, Callie Harper, presiding.
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Tigers Get Set For Bluff City Classic

WILL THRILL — The lit outstanding Tennessee State University Tigers will be among

those who are expected to
thrill t, capacity crowd at
Melrose stadium Saturday

evening. Nov. Hi. when Tennessee State tangles wth Alcorn college in the Bluff City

Sker Harris,Memphian,
Hits System Of Bias

(lassie. In photo TOP LEFT
Is Percy Hines (11), a flashy
halfback, 5-8 and 170 pounds.

Known as "Mr. Outside" and
is one of Coach Howard Gentry's touchdown twins of Or.

Sunshine Group
Says Thank You

pounds. He was named the outThe Mother Sunshine Circle of Martha
Johnson, Mrs. Rosa
j tandini, boxer in The Times tourthe St. Stephen Baptist church Guess,
Mrs. Maggie Owsley,'I
(Los Angeles Times)
witshes to thank the participants Mrs. Susie Mahon, Mrs. Estella
I nament.
' There is a 20-year-old at UCLA PICKED UP 31 POUNDS
who helped to make its annual West, Mrs. Rosie Carter, Mrs.
who will play against the CouHarvest Day, which was given Beulah 'Jackson, Mrs. Fannie
to
reported
Freshman
Harris
gars in the Coliseum whom any Football Coach Johnny Johnson
under the auspices of the Child Houston. Mrs. Edna Patterson,
Man would be proud to call "son." weighing 170 pounds. Today, two
Welfare, a grand success.
airs. Alberta Perkins, Mrs. Rosa
The theme was "Praise God Tally, Mrs. Clara Becton, Mrs.
He is a very soft-spoken individu- years later, he weighs 201. There
From Whom All Blessings Flow." Mary Lewis.
AL In high school he was named is not an ounce of fat on him.
Mrs. Lillie Jack-,
Union Progressive choir appeared. son, Miss Alice Wherry. Mrs.
to the National Honor Society, He explains his weight gain, by sayDevotion was by Mrs. Mary Hol- Amanda Roland, Mrs. Cleo Doolwhich is based strictly on scholar- ing, "When I was in prep school,
lis of Salem Gilfield Baptist ey. narrator.
ship. He is majoring in chemistry I did not gain weiI naturally
church. Mrs. Artie G. Nelson of . Young folk who participated
specializing in quantitative an- 1
like other athletes. I :lad to stay
Jackson Avenue Baptist church were: Little Claudia Newsome,
cilyss at UCLA.
in training for boxing. Now that
introduced Mrs. Idella Dean of Benny Gaines, Thelma Crihens
t During the football season and I am a heavyweight I don't have
St. Paul Baptist church who serv- Laverne Owsley. Officers were
roughout the school year he stud- to worry. I expect to go to 210-215
ed as mistress of ceremonies. Mrs. Minnie Cherry, president;
is from 7 p.m. to midnight, and next season and believe my best
Mrs. Willie Brand: greeted the Mrs. Corine Reed, vice president:
io' day on Sundays. This last Sum- playing weight sometime in the
visitors. St. Paul accepted Mu- Mrs. Pearl Bruce, secretary: Mrs.
AirDouglas
for
pter he worked
future will be about 225.'
sic was rendered also by the St. Martha Johnson. assistant secrecraft, in the chemistry departPaul Choir. Scrmon was deliver- tary: Mrs.. Fannie Houston. treaWhile Harris was doing that
ment.
ESKER HARRIS
ed by the pastor of St. Paul Bap- surer: Mrs. I. T. Felton, director:
prep school boxing, he found time
Athletically, his coach, Jim to letter also in football and tracki
tist church, Rev. Samuel H. Her- Mrs. Clara Becton is assistant diSlyers, says of him, "Last year and make senior class president.
ring. Mrs. McCargo and her rector: Mr. Earl Hogan. clerk:
he was one of our most outstand- He is third in a family of seven
Sunshine band were present and Rev. 0
: C. Crivens is pastor.
Mrs. Parker :rom Mt. Vernon.
ing sophomores. This season he is and says, despite his own record,
poise
more
bigger, stronger, shows
Rev. G. D. Jones, and Rev. L. A.
that his younger brother George,
McCargo gave remarks.
and has gained confidence in his who is quarterback for Howard
Miss
WE GIVE "TOPNOTCH"
Harrine Collins gave a reading.
ability to do a job."
university in Washington, D. C
ON PANEL
VALUE FOR TRADE-INS
A CHAMPION
has all the brains in the family
Panel discussion was by the folAthletically, too, Bruin Guard He, too, is a chemistry major.
lowing: Mr. Major Bennett, Mrs. '53 Ord, like ncw
5995 00
Esker Harris is our Los Angeles
When he was graduated from
Thanksgiving is not too far Minnie Cherry, Mrs. Betty Jon- '53 Plymouth, Cranbrook ..
Sc9S
Heavyweight
Times Golden Gloves
Prep schiol Harris wanted to away. but you need not wait until es, Mrs. Martha Johnson, and
'53 Ford, Red & White
5'95 PO
Champion. At 20 years old, he had go to some college that had a good,then to treat your family to a ter.
S6ac 00
'51 Chevrolet, -2 tone Slue..
Mrs. Arnela Johnson, Mrs. Prisyears.
seven
for
boxing
been
52 Chevrolet. 4 dr. 2 tone green Sr.4r 00
chemistry department. Tommy,key dinner.
cilla
White, Pearl Anderson, '52 Kaiser
$49500
Esker Harris went to Melrose Photho, now Oregon Slate's coach
Because of a record crop — 76 Mrs. Alberta Dyson, Mrs. Pearl
. 1545 00
'52 Ford. 4 Jonr, blue
High school in Memphis, Tenn. his in Memphis told him about UCLA. million turkeys — the U. S. De- f3ruce. Mrs. Bertha Denman. Mrs.
4 door. S545 00
'52 Pontiac
father started him boxing in gram- "I considered the opportunity to partment of Agriculture expects
$595.00
5, Chrysler, 4 door .....
learn
could
to
November
he
that
in
supplies
so
market
school
mar
'Si Mercury, 2 door
544500
come to a school such as UCAL
5825.00
to "Take care of himself." It is would more than make up for the be 18 percent larger than in No5(1 Mercury, Convertible
src
'50 Na,!,
ested that Chemist Harris has extra money I could have gotten vember a year ago. Many food
5345 00
50 Chevrolet
stores are already featuring turto do just that. His rec- for going to other schools."
5250.00
'5.) Ford, 6 cyf ' ton
key, Leo W. Smith of the Departord as an amateur boxer is as- HIS IDOL
. . 595.00
'48 Chevrolet
Division
Distribution
Food
ment's
tonishing:
'47 Chevrolet Panel Truck .... ¶15000
Harris is supposedly one of the said.
$345i)0
ton. Cood.
'46 Dodge
1950, eighth grade, 14 years old: Bruins who received $10 a week
This year homemakers are like49 Pontiac C Ota 4 dr. .... $345.00
Won Tri-State 118-pound champion- at Westwood to eqdalize different
5295.00
ly to find more turkeys bearing
The convention-conference of the '50 Chevrolet Pickup
snip. 1951, ninth grade, 15 years conference cost of living levels.
the federal inspection and grade Iktational Council of Negro Wimen '46 Pontiac, 2 dr. ......•••• 5195.00
tipound
35
Tri-State
old: Won
While the list of those who receiv- markings, as more poultry pr zestle. 1952, 10th grade, 16 years old: ed this amount is unknown and sors are using USDA's inspection is scheduled for Nov. 14-18 at the
-Ilion Tri-State 147-pound title and unpublished, the Pacific Coast and grading services. The in- WWiard Hotel in Washington, D.
as runner-up in the AAU tourna- Conference has taken the peculi- spection mark means that the bird C.
The theme is "Women Working
953 SO. THIRD ST.
Thant. 1953, 11th grade, 17 years ar stand that everycne at West- has passed USDA inspection for
Together
Can Surmount Barrieri
tit-pound
147
Tri-State
Won
old:
wood is guilty until proven inno- wholeSomeness and was prepared
to Human and Civil Rights."
Ph. WH. 6-8161
le, won AAU (Southern) title, was cent.
under exacting sanitary conditions. Some of the outstanding women
Golden
eemi-finalist in St
Memphis, Tenn.
Harris says that his idol and the The marking can be identified by of both races are to participate
greatest football player he h a s the wording "Inspected for Whole- in the confab.
12th grade, 18 years old: seen is Jim Salsbury, Bruin All- someness by the U. S. Depart ienf
-Won Tri-State NO-pound title, won American guard in 1954. Charac- of Agriculture".
:Jackson AAU, finalist at St. Lou- teristically, he says his greatest
Another federal marking that
Golden Gloves, 1955, UCLA athletic thrill came last year when may be found on ready to cook
_Frosh, 19 years old: At 170 pounds, Jim Decker kicked a last-minute turkey is the shield-shaped U. S.
!finalist in Los Angeles Times field goal to win the Washington grade, which is a guide to quality.
--Golden Gloves light-heavyweight game. Harris .had nothing to do Any federally graded poultry must
division. 1956. UCLA soph, 20 years with this. He was on the sideline first have been inspected f o r
d: Won Western Golden Gloves at the time. "It's my greatest wholesomeness.
liesyyweight title. weighing 187 thrill, just the same," he says.
A team player, a great boy, Is About one-third of the sky viiHarris. If he can just develop Sals- able from the United States has
Truck Trips
bury's drive and consistent ag- been photographed &Rd recorded
airolt—About 30 percent of all gressiveness on the football field, out to a distance of approximate..
iniroar truck trips are leas than he could become as good as his ly 350 million light years, it is
now estimated.
Idol,
jo.silas distance,
By DICK HYLAND

ange, Texas, he will receive
the 1955 Blue City Classic's
most valuable player award
trophy. The trophy will he
awarded to Hines during the
half-time ceremony. It will be
the second award to a Tennessce State player. Lincoln's
Little All-American Leo Lewis received the first MVP
award in 1953 and Tennessee's

Memphis . born quarterback
Freddie Valentine won t h e
second nomination in 1954. IN
SECOND PHOTO TOP ROW,
left to right, Donald Taylor,
Napoleon Holmes, and Leon
Jamison listen closely to Instructions from End Coach
Howard Green. TIIIRD PHOTO TOP, shows Andrew Earthman, Tennessee State half-

back poked for action and at
extreme right powerful F
Mitchell Is caught as he soars
thru the air. Key Tigers who
are slated to see action In the
Classic shown In BOTTOX
PHOTOS, LEFT TO RIGHT
are: Robert Crawford, quarterback; Ernie Mays, e n d;
team captain, and Ilalfback
Jessie Wilburn. (C la n ton
Photos)

brings ow: the bestin food!

Plenty Turkeys
Now Available

NCNW Confab
Opens Nov. 14

BUNKLEY MOTORS

lit

We wish to express our sincere
thanks and appreciation to all those
who signed the petition to restore
the name of Church park, which,
was established by our father and
grandfather.
Miss'Annette E. Church
Miss Roberta Church

4

STERLING SALT

i4

ed

••••••

CRUNCH! SALADS ARE SCRUMPTIOUS—any
time of year! They're full of good health for everyone in the

family. And they're full of exciting,tangy flavor,too—when
they're prepared with Sterling Salt. Reason? Sterling's pure,
snow-white "sparks offlavor" dissolve quickly, completely:
They add extra zest and sparkle to the rich, natural flavors
ofany food!Get Sterling Salt at your grocer's today.Plain os
Iodized.Guaranteed damp proof,or double your money back;

axihe back::
STERU NO SALT—in the box"with the premium oftr
PRODUCT OF INTIRNATIONAL SALT CO INC

•
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Wildcats Dino
1111. Melrose
Booker Warriors 33-6
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Stork Stops
Lst.H. 1L7'
1

By ALEXANDER DELOACH, Jr. ning, pushing over 4 quick touchdowns. Halfback Moore raced
The Melrose Golden Wildcats some 37-yards to score. A few
broke a slow starting game wide minutes later Melrose
recovered_ a
open in the last quarter to defeat Warrior fumble on the Warrior's
the Booker T. Washington War- 35 yard line, and Fullback James
riors, 33-6 at Booker T. Wash-1 Armour went over
left tackle on
buten stadium before a crowd of 1 a beautiful play
with good down
3,000 fans.
field blocking for the touchdpont.
In the first period the Wildcats pushed over a touchdown GOES OVER
The Warriors tried hard to
when quarterback Steve Harden
passed to his left halfback Cal- stop them, but it just wasn't
vin Moore who went 30 yards for any use. A few minutes later Halfback Albert Wilson went owiir
a touchdown.
Quarterback Charlie Lee's kick from the 25-yard line. The 'Wildwas good through the uprights, cats final touchdown oame with
putting the Wildcats out front, 7-0, only 58 seconds showing left On
-ion
but the Warriors bounced back the clock. When halfback At
in the second period to score when Hackett took a hand off from
quarterback John Aldridge passed quarterback Joseph Westbrook,
to end Charles C. Morgan who rac- faked a run around left end and
ed 37 yards for the touchdown. passed 40-yards to his e n d,
The try for the extra point was Charles Hicks who took it going
no good. Neither team vored in all the way for a TD.
the third period, but twice the
Denton again crashed over for
Worriors had the ball inside the the extra point. The Wildcats Ions
Ielrose 15-yard line, but fumbled touchdown came early in the last
on both occasions.
quarter when Howard Griffin picked up a blocked punt and went
STOPPED ON THE 30
In the final period the Wildcats 35 yards to score. Quarterback
went over right tackle for the ex- Boyce went over right tackle for
tra point. At the end of the 'first the extra point.
half the Thunderbolts led 9-0.
At the beginning of the third period, halfback Richard Jones received the ball on the kick-off and
returned it to the Thunderbolts 36;
it looked as though the Wildcats
would go over the goal line, but
the hard charging line of the Thunderbolts stopped them on the 30
yard line. The Thunderbolts took
the ball over but couldn't move
anywhere.
Hopes went down the drain when
quarterback Calvin Boyce's pass
was intercepted by left end Steve
Boone on the 15 and raced all
the way for an 85 yard touchdown.
HAMILTON LOSES
After the Thunderbolts took a
last week to defeat the Hamilton
two weeks rest they came back
Wildcats, 16-7. In the first quar.' GRADUATED — Specialist-MA
ter the Thunderbolts put on a Class Clifton Frazier, 20, insn - of
sustained drive from their 20- Mr. and Mrs. Johnny Frazier, of
yard line up to the 50. It looked SO Sunrise st., Murfreesboro,
as though the Thunderbolts were Tenn., iecently graduated from the
going to strike pay dirt but on the Seventh Army Non-Commissioned
next play, fullback Johnny Jones Officer Academy in MunictE Gerfumbled, The Wildcats took over many. He is a graduate of Rolloon their 48-yard line, but couldn't way High school. (U. S. Array
get any where, so they had to punt. Photo.)
After both teams had their share
of the pigskin, the Thunderbolts
got a 2-0 lead when the Hamilton
quarterback was trapped in the
LOANS — INSURANCII
end zone.
72 Union A
In the second period the ThunServing Memphis 30 Thee,
derbolts were still fired up and
after Quarterback Grant Ward had
JA. 6-0341
moved his team down to the Wildcats' 8-yard line, he leaped in
the air, hitting his right end
Thomas Donald, who took it and
CAN YOU USE
went all the way to score. Left
Willie Denton struck like light-

to Mr. and Mrs. Willie Buckley,
Bons at John Gaston Hospital: den, of 380 Crematory.
Cecil Lee Parson, a son, to Mr. of 1380 Springdale.
OCYOBER 28, 1956
Deborah Ann Roberson, a daughJanice Delois Payne, a daugh- and Mrs. Robert L. Parson, of 3534
ter, to Mr. and Mrs. Aaron B.
ter, to Mr. and Mrs. Jennings Pearson Road.
Phyllis Diane Gillis, a daughter, Roberson, of 754 Polk.
Payne, of 5699 North Street.
Celestine Wright, a daughter, to
Johnnie Lee Jackson, a son, to to Mr. and Mrs. Willie L. GilMr. and Mrs. Will H. Wright, of
Mr. and Mrs. Johnnie Jackson of lis, of 2263 Shasta.
NOVEMBER 2, 1956
193 Majuba.
1822 Nedra.
Aaron Toler, jr., a son, to Mr. Janice
Marie
Langston, a
Gail Diane Kinkle, a daughter, to Mr. and Mrs. Dee Kink- and Mrs. Aaron Toler, of 4115 daughter, to Mr. and Mrs. George
R. Langston, of 418 Gaston.
Shelby Drive.
le, of 203 So. Lauderdale.
Charlene Wilkes, a daughter, to
daughBaker,
Patricia
a
Denise
Mr.
son,
to
a
• Charles Daniels,
Ind Mrs. Gentle Daniels, of 610 ter to Mr. and Mrs. Marvell Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Wilks, of
1950 Jefferson.
Baker, of 1331 S. Driver.
St. Paul.
Richard Renee Wright, a son,
Kathy Diane Hill, a daughter,
girl, Sitting: Ruth Tripp, Miss
James Waters, of Knoxville.
KNOX COLLEGE ROYALTY
to Mr. and Mrs. Jerome Hill, of to Mr. and Mrs. James Wright,
Senior, Gadsden, Ala.; EvanShe is also Kappa Aipha Psi
Jamesetta Waters was crownof 339 W. Person.
394 Wellington.
Words of the Wise
Sweetheart. Others in t h e
geline Cook, Miss Junio r,
ed Miss Knoxville college for
Kathleen Westfield. a daughter, J. C. Washington, a son, to Mr.
Pittsburgh, Pa.; Ernestine
court (standing left) are:
1956-57 at the Coronation Ball
Be wh6 loses wealth loses
to Mr. and Mrs. Nathan West- and Mrs. L. C. Washington, of 3660 much; he who loses a friend
Jacquelyn Henderson, of KnoxLong, Knoxville, Miss Sopholast Saturday at the school.
Buster road.
field, of 1489 Lydia.
loses more; but he who loses
more, Delie Walker, Miss
ville, retiring Miss Knoxville
Miss Waters is a Junior and
Linda Fay Buckley, a daughter
courage loses all.
• A son, to Mr. and Mrs. Albert
Freshman, Greenville, Miss.
College of 1956; Alice Reythe daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
—(Cervantoe)
Rayford, of 786 Mosby.
nolds, of Miami, Fla., flower
Reginald Keith Robinson, a
son, to Mr. and Mrs, Eddie Robinson, of 2283 Hankins Mill
choir presented a pageant entitled,
Road.
"The Old Ship of Zion", at Mt.
Larry Dale Babb, a son, to Mr.
Pleasant church in Ripley, Tenn.
and Mrs. Leroy Cobb, of 5t:i2 Lions
Rev. Burrow. pastor. The program
Court.
was sponsored by Mrs. J. R. Hal- ,
• Lynda Kay Scott. a daughter,
liburton.
to Mr. and Mrs. Billy Scott, of
LAUDERDALE HIGH
902 Mosby.
The following students of the
Nedra Lashal Moses, a daughLauderdale High school under the,
ter, to Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth
supervision of Prof. Levi Moore
Moses, of 1448 Carradine.
gave some helpful and interesting
OCTOBER 29, 1956
demonstrations Oct. 2 at the LauMarvel Rose Murphy, it daughderdale County Teachers in serter, to Mr. and Mrs. James
vice traininb.
Murphy, of 202 8Stovall.
Recently, the Chapel Hill Bap- The teachers were organizing a
Larry Jean Rosser, a son, to tist church and pastor
worshipped course of study for science and
Mr. and Mrs. Jimmie Rosser of with the Mt. Olive Baptist church conservation.
The students set the
2648 Enterprise.
in Denmark, Tenn. Rev. P. T. Nor- stage for a conducive atmosphere
Norma Ann Williams, a daugh- thern is pastor and Rev. L. T. of learning. Mr. Moore, along
with
ter to Mr. and Mrs. Vernon Wil- Sheperd delivered the message. the students are to be commendliams, of 1122 Texas.
T h e Tennessee Gospel Singe: ed for transfering their learning
Bobbie Turner, a son, to Mr. worshipped
at the Chapel Hill to a doing level. A coverage of
and Mrs. Eddie Turner, of 1761 Baptist church on Friday night, the in-service training will be
Rozelle.
Oct. 26, Brother L. Z. Shaw was found in next week's paper.
Michael Wayne Barton. a son, the sponsor.
Nancy Pierson and Dolly Phinto Mr. and Mrs. Joe Barton of Sunday,
essee, demonstrated, The CompoOct.
28,
the
Rev.
Hen.
878 So. Fourth.
ng, associate pastor Of St. John sition of Matter; Glory HutcherAnthony Mitchell Moseley. a
MBC Madison County, Tennessee son, Natural Resources: Ann Gibson, Fertilization of Soil; Alphonson, to Mr. and Mrs. William preached from
touch of your favorite glaze
FRUIT CAKE — If your fall
ange. The frosting may be apthe subj eel,'
Moseley, of 1784 Frisco.
and a garnish of bright cherplans call for an open house
plied with a pastry tube or
''Thinking". Philip 4:8. Others so Taylor, Evaporation of CondenFrederick Christopher Jackson,
ries and pineapple, repeating
spread with s knife. The rich
or perhaps a neighborhood
g were itev, Warn01 Lien- sation; Andrew C. Durham, Soil
Conservation; Lela Kate Pitts and
a son, to Mr. and Mrs. Percy mark and Rev. Carson.
party complete with punch
the fruits in the cake, will
mellow fruit cake available at
Bessie Barbee, Modern Kitchen;
Jackson, of 1644 Hanover.
make your buffet table coland pastry, why not make use
your grocer's ready-toe a t
Mt.
Zion
The
Baptist
church
and
Norma Goach, The Solar Sustem;
Sam Henry /dickens, a son, to
of special seasonal foods. Deorful and attractive. Finger
cake department will cut
pastor
Rev.
J.
H.
Tyus
of
StanJames A. Horton, Galen; Fred
Mr. and Mrs. Clemmie Mickens,
slices of fruit cake about two
licious fruit cake, old English
cleanly and easily if you chill
ton, Tenn. worshipped with the Harris, Primitive
Man; J ohnny
of 1574 W. Dianne Circle.
inches long will be particularstyle, laden with nuts a n
ahead of time and use s. sharp
Chapel Hill Baptist church. Broth- Springfield, Vesalius;
Wi n s ton
Jeff Lewis, jr., a son, to Mr.
fruits from all over the world
ly tempting when spread with
knife, wiping it off with a
er James Baltimore and Sister Bates. Modern Doctor;
and Wiland Mrs. Jeff Lewis, of 340 Stone- Sarah Turner
crowned with the personal
powdered sugar frosting flavmoist cloth after each slice.
were in charge of iliam Nelson, Microscope.
wall.
•
ored with lemon, lime or orthe program.
Prof. A. H, Lockard. Mrs. Ruby
Birdie Lucille Taylor, a daugh- Mrs. Sarah Turner
introduced Winston, Prof. W. S. Taylor, Prof.
ter, to Mr. and Mrs. Robert L. the women of the
BAU group who L. 0. Gillespie and Mrs. Anna B.
Taylor. of 150 South Fourth,
brought a discussion of the subject, Clay served on
a panel during a
OCTOBER 30, 1956
"Training in Church Work". Those program conducted
at Morning
Viillee B. Richardson, s son, participating were Mrs.
Jessie
to Mr. and Mrs. Willie Richard- Johnson, Mrs. Jessie M. Wells, Star church Oct. 28 with Mrs.
MORE
Anna B. Clay serving as chairson, of 169 Tanglewood.
Mrs, Sarah Turner. Mrs. Corine man. Subject:
7
Presidents
What
Can
Be
Done
Pamela Joy Myles, a daugh- Miller, Mrs, Elizabeth Robinson,
to Bring a Better Relation Beter, to Mr. and Mrs. Eldridge Mrs. Lela Reed and Mrs. Louise
Columbus — Seven U S. D..;,
tween Us As A Race. Mrs. Clay
Myles, of 1399 Kney.
Barnett.
By TOMMY PARKER
dents were native sons of Ohio
introduced the subject and prechurch
GROUND FLOOR
Baptist
Pleasant
outstanding
features
such
The
as
Mt.
folD. Young, jr., a son, to Visitors were Rev. Henning, Rev. sented
Wil
, They were Garfield, Hayes, Grant,
the panelists. The follow- sponsored a Girl Scouting pro- lows:
The
Wender
STERICK
High
BUILDING
School
HomeYoung,
Mrs.
D.
Willie
Mr. and
Ward and Rev. Carson. Mrs. Lou- ing points were
Harrison, Taft, McKinley arid the
emphasized by the gram under the leadership of
The Olive Cathedral troop under coming tilt was a
"WWII FM/1S 1110(1 YOU
ise Barnett, directress, Miss R. L. following speakers:
of 2240 Marble.
wonderful
most
recent,
ocWarren
G.
Harding.
Mrs. C 1 a y Mrs. E. R. Freeman, recently. She the leadership of Mrs. Sallie
°sr- PRIFIRENTiAl
Bernita Lynn Campbell, a daugh- Turner, secretary of BTU.
casion for the fans who attendstressed cooperation, love a n d is the neighborhood chairman and Thomas will do the singing.
SERVICE
ter, to Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Camp- A RALLY
Modern
auomobiles
have
up
to
faith. Prof. Lockard stressed transed the game,
bell, of 3326 Alta Road.
A Calendar rally was held at formation into a new character, is expanding her services to in- FASHION SHOW
113 electric motors.
The football boys were looking
clude more girls in the moveTamara Taihia Britt, a daughter, the Chapel Hill Baptist church un- stable conviction which will
Miss Virginia Jones, the execcause ment.
forward to winning the game r
Mrs. Bernard der the leadership of L. Z. Shaw. stable actions at all times
to Mr. and
director
Girl
about
utive
will
talk
and
Mrs. Theressa Williams, field Scouting.
.4 our night drive convened Oct. places, producing same impresBritt, of 261 W. DeSoto.
they did win. The score was 18
Denise Wiggins, a daughter, to 16-19. Rev, Shepherd preached a sions, a need for lifting our mor- director from the headquarters,
to
show
0. The Wonder High Lions playFashion
will
Scout
A Girl
moved those who heard her
Mr. and Mrs. Horace Wiggins of powerul message torn the s• al and social standards.
Brownies,
have
Intermediates
and
ed
Washington High from Joneswords, "What Time Is It?" The
903 Alaska.
in the new
Mrs. Winston was a substitute speak on community cooperation Senior Scouts modeling their reboro.
This was a great victory
organization.
She
is
Scout
Girl
in
Rev.
E.
Currie of Jackson, Tenn., for Prof. J. F. Taylor and she is
Charlie Earl Lockett, a son to
spective uniforms and camping
for the Lions.
Mr. .and Mrs. Bennie Lockett of was guest.
to be commended for her contri- known as a dynamic speaker and outfits. Each of the three
Rev. Terrell and membors of the bution especially with such short has the ability to inspire volun- will furnish two models
The Homecoming parade o n
2161 Howell.
Broadway in West Memphis led
Belinda Carol Taylor, a daugh- Holly Groev MBC of Ripley were notice. She stressed a need for teer personnel to greater servicMiss Celeta Hampton will model by
the Wonder High school band
ter, to Mr. and Mrs. Oliver honored guests. Miss Rosa Turner vision and re-emphasized several es.
her equipment used in camping in
was
NO - DEPOSIT
ceremonies.
mistress
of
and
Welpersons
interested
Many
with E. Cole director. Everyone
points previously mentioned.
Taylor, of 378 So. Lauderdale.
Wyoming.
was surprised over the performProf. W. S. Taylor was sub- senior girls took part in the rally.
Michael Eugene Porter, a son, come by Miss L. L. Shaw; acNO - RETURN
There will be a recognition of ance of the band. Miss D. May
to Mr. and Mrs, Eugene Porter, ceptance by Mrs. Ada Nelson of stitute for his father and Prof. GIRL SCOUT
working
members
registered
Ripley,
Tenn.:
sermon
by
Rev.
Taylor began by letting the audi- CAMP-AWAY-PLAN
In the instructor of majorettes and
of 475 Union.
A -GALLON BOTTLE
is very proud over their performA son, to Mr. and Mrs. Roose-, Terrell. The Holly Grove Baptist ence know that he could not fill
Listen, Girl Scouts, if you fail- Scouting from 10 to 14 years.
church
brought
a
special
donation
5
father's
GUESTS
ance.
SPECIAL
place.
Mr. Taylor ed to get your $5.00 in on this
belt Woods. of 921 Thomas.
g lunhi.
stressed — Deceit as an obsta- first payment you read about that
Solomon David Aidison, a son,
Our special guests will include
talent
program
was held by cle to better relationship, unless was due• Oct. 31. you will have
to Mr. and Mrs. Hubert Ardisoa, A
.representatives
from the Tri-State
Miss Louise Holloway and
Miss there is no hope. Our youth can
opportunity to catch up!Defender and the Memphis
of 1031 Tupelo.
Rosa Turner served as mistress of be taught less self gain rid more another
OCTOBER 31, 1956
by paying $10.00 directly to the World newspapers and Mr. A. C.
ceremonies. Quartet singing fea- I group cam must be advocated '
Dorothy Jean Mull, a daughter,
office
at 1556 Poplar during the Williams, Mrs. Willa Monroe of
turin,g the Gospel Travelers and ; before Negroes can work togethto Mr. and Mrs. James T. Mull, the Spiritual Sunlight
month of November. So try to WDIA. the Negro ministers of the
singers.
After.
of 3204 Millwood.
-'et in on time.
city and B. G. Olive, sr., of the
er the program. L. Z. Shaw cave
Prof. Gillespie began by saying ;Jeffery Salter, a son. to Mr. and, a "Guess What's
In the Box?" all actions were the results of GIRL SCOUT LEADERSHIP TEA Universal Life Insurance Company.
Mrs. Lamar Salter, of 3108 Ro- prize.
Please come out and give the
On Nov. 25, between 4 and 7
some cause; why did Negrae:.. not
ehester.
'END FALL DRIVE
have a better relation as a race? p. m., the Girl Scout Leviers Tea Girl Scouts your most loyal SUPTrent Trone Woods, a son, to
Rev. J. R. Haliburton and the Did Negroes as a whole really will be sponsored by the Mis- PORT.
Mr. and Mrs. Jimmie L. Woods, members of the Henning Grove want a better
relationship? What sissippi-Tennessee Council at the
Neptune,
of 917
Missionary Baptist church observ- f were we doing or not doing that Universal
Something New and Sensational in
Life Insurance ComMinnesota has more than seven
Reginald Westley White. a son, ed the conclusion of their annual cause
us to :iot have a bettei re pany on the corner of Linden and
.CHRISTMAS CARDS,
James
Mrs.
and
Mr.
to
White, Fall drive with a guest speaker, lation ship.
million acres of peat, little of
Wellington.
of 340 Webster.
Rev, 0. C. Clark. evangelist of
We regret the passing of Mrs.
A sery interesting program has which has been developed ComCorwin Drake Gross, a sort, Memphis who delivered a message J. F. Taylor's sister.
whose funer- been planned for you to include Imercially so far.
Mrs.
Gross,.
Jefferson
and
On the subject, "Penalty of Trans. al was held in Feyetteville.
to Mr.
Tenn.,
of 578 Brown Mall. •
gression". The total financial re- Oct. 30.
-MERRY MENAGERIE
By Walt Disney
A daughter, to Mr. and Mrs. port for the month of Octo!- Sidney Chism, of 5606 tVinchester. was 8364.31.
About one-half the area of Lake
Shirley Ann Burden, a daughter, The members of the senior F.re lios within Canadian
New 1956 Line of Colored Exclusive
borders.
to Mr. and Mrs. Henry Burden,
f 303i Yale
Jacquelyn Yvonne Richardson, a ,
with your name ... Send 10c for free samples
daughter, to Mr. and Mrs. James!
FASHION GREETING ... Post Office
Richardson of 147 E. Trigg.
I.
NOVEMBER 1, 1956
Clinton. lenni,:
Kenneth Ray Davis, a son, to
We carry a full line of ALL-OCCASION CARDS...
for a etose.up rep"r
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Davis; of
203 Hernando.
Birthday - Anniversary - Get Well • Wedding
on the courageouo
Sharon Darnetta Jackson, a
Roby. etc.
fifteen year old
daughter. to Mr. and Mrs. LoNegro boy who
renzo Jackson, of 1533 Cella.
stirred a nat,nn
Arthur Curtis Milligan, a son,
to Mr. and Mrs. Howard
—simply by
of 959 So. Fourth.
going to
Shelly Ann Chestet, a daughter,
to Mr. and Mrs. Johnny Ches-Off.
ter, of 2970 Forrest.
Cheryl Denise Moore, a daughter, to Mr. and Mrs. George
Moore. of 1428 Ledger,
Janice Louise Kendrick, a daughter, Jeanette Lois Kendrick, a
daughter (twins) to Mr. and Mrs.
—.Artist
elr4
•
A. Y. Kendrick. of 1517 S. OrV.I. n,usey Prod..t.csos
*odd it.shri
leans.
in Cors
out todai
A daughter. to Mr. ind Mrs.
wit! Lel* Pvb Co ‘40
"Who did it? Mary, 1.1..4tly
Lok
Charles R ra rlf of ",
N IN N
NNW how r.suissmoss WI* s
•
Veda Joyee Bolden. a daughter,
.to Mr. and Mrs. Johh L. Bol•
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Interesting Program
Set For Girl Scouts

Wonder Hi Wins
Homecoming

CASH?
CITY FINANCE

1

5 FULL GLASSES
of BEER

•

CHRISTMAS CARDS

New 1956 line!
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The FASTEST GROWING LINE Of
NEGRO GREETING CARDS
NEVER BEFORE OFFERED

GREETING CARDS . . . . 20 for $1.80

The
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of
Bobby Cain
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UNIVERSAL HOMECOMING
- The Unisersal Life Insurance company held its second
annual homecoming celebration recently at its home of'
flee, t 4110 Lindep. Members

of the field personnel winning
all-espense paid trips came
from the following Universal

Some also came from Beau-

districts: Los Angeles Number
2, St. Louis Number 2, Nashville. Dallas and Wichita Falls.

came from Little Rock. Arks
"on their own." Shown are

mont. Texas and Tam'', Okla.
and Jackson, Tenn. A group

most of the agents, assistant
managers, managers, clerical
personnel and special agents
who came to the city for the

I.. U. SHARP. special ordinars

agent of Uniiersal Life Insurance company (shown front
row extreme right) of Universal Life Insurance com-

•
Universal Homecoming Impressive
homecoming.

The contest was promoted by
Because of outstanding achieve- tog and reminiscing. The gracious
For most of the %Isaias, this
ments in a Summer-long contest, home office hostesses and other was their firs; trip to the home ! the company under the direction
125 Universal Life field represent- • members of the clerical personnel ' office and their first meeting of the Agency Department headatives made an all-expense paid lingered long after the office clos- with many of the officers of the ed by II. A. Gilliam, tice presitrip to the Home Office, Oct. 26, ed to help foster the get acquaint- torn pans .
dent-agency director.
to participate in the Second Home- ed movement.
coming celebration.
. Friday. the day long awaited Members of the field personnel homecoming - began with aswinning all-expense paid trips re- sembly and greetings by the ofpresented the following districts: ficers. An organized tour of the
Texarkana. Los Angeles No. 2, St. building asquainted the guests
Louis No. 2, Nashville. Dallas and with the beautiful, newly decoratWichita Falls They included ag- ed home office building modernents, assistant managers, manag- ly equipped and afficiently staffed.
ers. clerical personnel and special
Lunch was served. Later the visagents.
itors were guest attendants at
Using cash bonuses won in 1 the regular home office monthls
panother contest to make the trip I forum which had been planned
were Beaumont and Tulsa. and especially for them. The day end- ,
Jackson. Tenn. Not having the will ed on a festive note. The Hallo- '
power to stay home with such ween buffet dinner-dance • was an .\l using Social Cita rixteristies tif independence, and self-Govern1 boys and girls from 9 to 12. They ment. Social Characteristics conpromising happenings in the mak- enjoyable affair.
ing at the home office, a part of
Mrs. Jana Cox Porter prepar- want to be or are members if a tinued next week,
Little Rocc came 'on their 'own.' ed a delicious dinner of turkey. school group. They want to act
The first l4omecoming was in 1949 shrimp and the trimmings, and and dress like the rest of .the Dear Carlotta:
when the new home office build- Tuff Green's orchestra was at its gang. They are ready for a widen- To what extent do you feel that
religion should figure in poliiscs?
ing was dedicated
best. Intermission entertainment ing of social contacts. They take
part in foolish capers, silly .act- A. B.
'GET ACQUAINTED'
was furnished by Mrs. Posey and
•*•
The festivities began Thursday Mr. S. Lambert of Los Angeles. ing, guffawing. devising secret
evening with a "get acquainted" both rendering very beautiful vo- codes, rough-housing, and practi- Dear A. B.
cal joking. Grow in self-reliance, I -don't feel thet the church
dinner in the company's cafeteria, cal selections.
should engage In politics. It is
after which the recreation room
TOUR CITY
contrary to the principle of the
was opened for dancing, and other
separation of church and the state.
A three-bus tour of the city last
forms of recreation. Bridge and
The church's function is to be our
celedancing were the order of the Saturday morning ended the
social and political conscience, and
noon the weary
day, with many old friends meet- bration, and at
to train men to apply the ideals
departguests
extremely
happy
but
•
of Christ in public affairs.
ed for home and more work which
* •
will enable them to come again
WASHINCTON -(ANP)- The
,Dear
Carlotta:
1957.
in
end of racial bias in the teaching
I am worried to death. After profession was teen last week by
helping my husband to build a a teachers college dean who pre_TOASTERS _ LAMPS
home and a business, he is castdicted that "race censmousness in
ing me aside for his young
teaching will fade into the backVACUUM CLEANERS
He is always telling me sat won- ground."
and
he
calls
me
are,
derful they
RADIOS - PERCOLATORS
Dr, Paul Ci;rr, dean of studies
a -has been." What can I do? at the District of Columbia Teach•• •
Worried.
ers college, made the statements
Dear Worried:
to the senior class of Mills ColStop grieving, and, give t It e lege of Education of New York
A memorial program as spon"gals" some real competition. You City.
sored recently by the Mothers'
can edge her out if you use the
Grove MisBoard of the ^
assets you possess, such as your
church.
sionary
long years together, rich expertALSO—
ences shared, a sacred relation.
The event wss 's honor of the
meGau. HALL OF FAME - John Lipfords ship rather than a clandestine ,
REBUILT VACUUM $095 late Mrs. Emma Tr
%I up ',sky. who organized the Mothers' who graduated from Geeter High one. Be Your own attractive self .
CLEANERS
Board in her home in October, school in June of this year, was and let him see once more in you
1 the most outstanding male student the charming qualities that made
1906.
she it the s chool. As a result h is him love you. Get busy and out- t
A well-known obstretician,
was the mother of Mrs. Alice name will be placed on a Bronze smart the young thing.
Collier, the director of the Moth- Plaque and hung in Geeter's Hall1
s
•
ers' Board of Early Grove B-in- of Fame. The young man was 1
list church. She died on Oct. 24, , president of the senior class. 1

pany. is attending a slx•week
cour•e in life insurance sales
manship and marketing at Poi
due univ ersily, Larayette, iii
(liana. Mr. Sharp is pictured
here with other nienthers f his

BOOKER WASHINGTON Negroes, claims that "all friends
BIRTHPLACE. Va. - The lowest of the Negro should extend themebb of race relations in America selves (during this Centennial
came in the period following the Year) to publicize the philosophy
War Between the States when and programs of this inspired
the Negro 'faced almost complete man who did so much to help redenial of the great promise of solve the racial conflict in Amer-.
freedom. . .and seemingly ester- ica."
mination', writes George S. Schuy-

1

4111MMIINIMW
IRONS REPAIRED

Memorial For
Mrs. McGaughey

APPLIANCES, INC.

Ai

president of the Student Council
760 Union - A. 7-2631 1946.
and president of the NFA chapter
Rev, Eugene Waller is pastor
2268 Park Ave.-FA. 3-8507
at Geeter. He won first place
Free Parking of ths •••-ssh, Mrs. IOla Young For public speaking in a contest
Open Nights
president and Mrs. Carrie Porter.

Invitation To
Join Armistice

•

BEST GIFT IDEA OF THE SEASON!
YOUR CHOICE OF FAMOUS LIQUORS IN

Matched Set Decanters

Grover C. Burson, post camthe state PTA council and a schol- mander of Autress Russell Post
arship from the S. A. Owen Jun- 27 this week invited all seterans
ior college where he is now a to participate in the Armistice
Day parade on Nov. 12.
freshman.
He requested that the ex-Gfs report to the American Legion Post,
at Beak Avenue auditorium for
the big "vent.
"Wear your uniform of whatever branch of service in which
you served. If you don't Inve
a uniform participate in your ciRECORDS FOR EVERYONE
vilian clothes. All servicemen and
women
who are in the city at the
306 Poplar at Leuderdale
e
time are invited to join t
Phone JA S-63411
march," Commander Burson an-

ford received a scholarship from

1

POPLAR TUNES
RECORD SHOP

nounced.

NO FIXED DOWN PAYMENT
Tell Us What You Can Pay
Always 100 Clean Cars On Lot

'53 thru '56 MODELS
Choose from a variety of America's finest lawcas
No extra charge for decanter

BOURBON • RYE
GIN • WHISKY

Low Bank Financing • Day or Night
ALSO
'46 Thru '52 MODELS

and

CAVALIER VODKA
•Tt•lem•rlt

Brilliant, new gift idea - Matched Set Decanters,
Choose from Ameru a's finest liquors in the same unique decanter.
Ingenious- the brand label lifts of?, leaving a golden plaque
marked Bourbon, Rye. Whisky. Vodka or Um.
Give your friends A Christmas starter of one or two decanters.
Orrfor the magnificent gift-a complete set!

tho great American Vodka

'CAVALIER VODKA
$4.99

qt.

ler, noted traveler and brilliant
editorial writer for the Pittsburgh
Courier in a special article on the
Booker T . Washington Centennial
which is now appearing in news- '
papers all over the country.

Schuyler's current appraisal of
Booker T. Washington is one of
many articles contributed by leading writers which will be published in connection with the Centennial of Vi'ashington's birth, it was
announced today by Sidney J. Phillips, Commission president.
NEEDED WEAPONS

Classified Ads
FEMALE HELP WANTED
Women sew sass ready -cut house teats
home Earn fronn $t 7 40 fa $26.16
Write—

Accurate Style
Freeport, Now York

FEMALES DOMESTIC WANTED
Attendants,
Maids. Cooks, Children's
New York arm Living ipuirtare end
meals furnished plus excellent salaries.
Starting salaries $125. $150.
per
month, tickets furnished. Write

$aoo

J. R. GRIFFIN

"What the Negro needed (in the
1890's) was time and weapons to
combat the evil influences of his

OYSTER STEW - The
tasty meal you see above is
EASY TO MAKE OYSTER
STEW. What could be better
for the cool sparkling Fall
days. Like to know how to
make it? Just read menu in
Column entitled "MILKY
WAY."
EASY

enemies and detractors," said
Schuyler. "He needed reassurance
of his potentialities, opportunities,
and a program for realizing them.
Booker T, Washington supplied
both."
Schuyler. who has one of the
most extensive records for personal investigations of racial dis-

environment.

adoption.

Dothan, Alabama

SPACE FOR RENT
For

BEAUTY SHOP
Or

orders in this country and Latin,
America, and who led in the denunciation of Communism among,

CHILDLESS COUPLE, will give love and kindliest to Moth•rless or
Homeless Boy or Girl age 2 to 4. Nov. country home For wholesome/
Will consider

404 N. East Street

Al character refer

given.

Write: MRS. V. F. THOMAS
P.O. BOX 172, - Wett,vitte, Me.

BARBERSHOP
Phone

Fairfax 4-1785
Or
Fairfax 7-0505
•

THE PREFERRED BOURBON OF HENRY CLAYI
&rushy Henry Clay knew and prized the hospitably quafities of Old Crow.
His friend, Dr.fames Crow, shipped it by the barrel to his home in
Washington. D.C regulorlss,
,estssws.
1!"44161,ssist""isscse-r*"., swAsisik lasstea'
*%"'sissis;
ssssss

ssaissi"lisisitt"'"sasstse
.
""iseassraliwour"ht
sss,

.1s1444f,

v

held by the District SEA and placed second in the state eet. Lip-

secretary.

CAVALIER VODKA DECANTER

versa( said that its entire (anti.
Is is wishing for Mr. Sharp
the hest of es eo thins, because
it believes very firmly that the
future belongs to those who
prepare for it.

Booker T. Washington
Faced Worse ill Will

1

Predicts End To
Teaching Bias

etas... Universal Life reports
that correspondence received
from 31r. Sharp indicates that
he is v crv pleased with the
couuSe and that he is getting
much needed information. Uni•

103 PROOF

law -BOWE HEM AMERICAN CRAIN • CONTINENIk OttifIl CORROltAliON • Pinuteapitit, PA,

As Low As $50 Down
Notes As Low As
$5 to $10 Per Week
We Finance These Ourselves

C. B. SMITH MOTOR CO.
2586 POPLAR
Open 'VI 9 P.M. • FA 4-5557

i

"GOLDEN NIGHTINGALE," Josephine Buck, recently arrived in
New York city from the Midwest.
will be presented in a series of
concerts in the New York area this
fall and winter. The golden voiced,
dramatic soprano has been
heard by thousands throughout the
middle west. Recently, Walter
Winchell predicted in is column
that Miss Buck soon would be included in the rosler of brilliant
voices of the Metropolitan Opera
company.

sitperh- Quail
,s,
has niate it Americas,
:
-t

preferrek
•
... .
.1
.4••
••-t

River Course
Rio de Janeiro-The Amazon Is
the world's only major river whirl.
flows east and west. It is about
3.300 miles long, the distance from
Los Angeles to New York.

LIGHTER...MILDER...80 PROOF
.z—
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LOANS
AUTOS - FURNITURE
EQUIPMENT
•

There Is • reason why people
like to do business with us. It
is our prompt, friendly service,
courteous treatment end desire
to help you.
Open Thursday Nights
Until 8 P. M.
Open Saturdays
Until Christmas

DIXIE
FINANCE
COMPANY
152
MADISON AVE.
Phan, JA. 5-7611

Home Owned . Horne Operated

Just try this lighter, milder
90 Proof Old Crow.and 8ee:why
more peoplcaskfor it than
,any other_bourbonl
.11KENTUCKY • STRAIGHT BOURSON&WNISKRY
•0 PROOF

OLD CROW

116-

DIRK= SMARM
101111•0=1111
.

sAee
,
J00 Proof Bottled in

Bond
available as usual,

XX11161•41"

*41V*
- 9ZEcimetitc44;pt44 davvig:
,pc _01.D_ClOW_DIVIIIERY CO4 DIV1SION_OVATIONAL_DISTIUMSJIONCTLCORP.JRANIIFORT_Al
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The Forrest City Civil League newlyweds. Mrs. Cobb is .
and St. Francis County Voters' mer Miss Cora Swift.
Roy Johnson and Mrs.3111*-,
league held a joint meeting recently at the First Baptist church. Holloway of Devalls Bluff;Mr
Atty. W. L. Purifoy made a report united in matrominy recen 'tly.liti
on voting procedures and all were the home of Rev. and Mrs.
urged to go to the polls and vote. Nelson. Rev. Nelson perform
Willard Whitaker is president of ceremony. The bride and
the St. Francis County Voters' are members of Mt. Olive
'
,...11.1••
league and Mrs. T. W. Burke is church, Devalls Bluff.
•••
••
••
vice president of the Forrest City
.
Visiting your scribe and
Civic league.
recently
were Mr. and Mrs,arThe women of Beth Salehs Baptist church sponsored their Wom- tis Lewis (that's my sister-end
an's Day program recently. T h e her husband) of Little Rock: We
theme of the program was "Chris- returned with them for a few days
tian Women in the Vanguard of a visit.
• ••
New World Order." Mrs. Mattie
Funeral
hervices
were held last
Turner presented th'e guest speaker, Mrs. Hensie Roberts, w hol Monday at St. Luke Church for
made a very interesting address Mrs. Lunetta Avant Johnson.
Mrs. Johnson was a faithful memrelated to the theme.
ber
of St. Luke and a long-time
Other participants on the program were: Mrs. Malinder Boles, citizen of Forrest City.
Mrs. Arielee Griggs, Mrs. Pearlie Green, Mrs. Mary Cobbage
and Mrs. Caroline Jones. M r s.
Rosemary Gregory served as Mistress of Ceremonies. Mrs. Ethel
Ford and Mrs. Ella Hicks were
co-chairmen, Rev. G. W. Pitts, pasChurchman Hunter. Members
orable event are (s eat ed
tor.
troit, Mich. Pastor of t h •
ly. The stirring sermon for the
672 So. Lauderdale, presented
HARVEST DAY PROGRAM
of the choir which provided
front row, left to right) M.
church is Elder C. H. Mason,
occasion was delivered by Elan impressive Harvest D a y
—Members of the Temple
SEAL SALES
moving music can be seen in
Vaughn, Elder C. H. Mason,
jr. Among those shown and
der W. A. Patterson of Deprogram at the church recentChurch of God In Christ, of
Plans are being made now for
background.
Jr., Elder W. Fleming, a n d
who participated in the memthe 1956 Christmas Seal Sales
Campaign. The County chairman,
I MrS. U. S. Bond, has announced
I that the Kick-Off rally will be held
at Lincoln High school, Sunday,
„ Nov. 18, at S. p.m. Mrs. Ruth Livingston is Forrest City chairman
and Mrs. Saline Porter is Madison chairman. Let us all make
plans te support this very worThe traveling singers of PhiSits
CLINTON, Tenn. — (INS) — thy cause!
CHICAGO — Former Associate can't reject the use of Federal'
By HAZEL A. WASIIIILNGTON
der Smith college are on a three-,
Eight witnesses testified Monday
forces in suppressing violence,The
Eurekettes
entertained
weeks tour visiting and singing Justice Sherman Minton, who re-11 he says.
interest-, to be the fist
'hit' of the new , that talks by John Kasper. accus- their friends with a pre-Halloween
r
OLLYWOOD
Some
—
H
in many churches of Kansas and tired recently from the Supreme
As to hoer long racial segrega- ing things came to light when Dr. season, -Aunt Maine." The press,ed of sedition in rioting which ac- party, Monday night of last week
Court. says in the December EBlilissouri.
tion will last in America, Min- James McHenry, a very outstand- releases say that Miss Russell is companied the integration of in the Home Economics cottage
desegregaMARY JEAN BOOTH, of Houston,
' These College Christian 'rit'Ais- ONY that the Court's
ton says it is anybody's guess. [ ing doctor and sports car racing superb in the name part, and Clinton high school, "made the of Christ church school. Mrs. T. Texas, "Miss Tennessee
.State."
sadors will be featured in .lassi- lion ruling was inevitable because' He adds that resistance to it will enthusiast, lost his life recently in though at this time. I cannot say crowds unruly."
L. Moorehead and Mrs. G. W. will he greening old grads, former
cal Music. Spirituals and F o I k the high tribunal had been chip- ' ultimately fail. Determination to
a racing mishap. It has developed how much of the original story 4 Kasper, 26, a pro-segregationist Stariaril are sponsors.
students and friends isho will help
Songs. Miss Gwendolyn Craet•rd ping away at the "separate but preserve segregation
at any price that the high powered Porsche left, in this stage play, it must from Washington, D. C., is on
On Halloween night the Eure- cheer [Cr TenneFsee in its homeis the Faculty Directress. Her equal" doctrine for a long time. is so
fanatical among a large seg- racing car in which that promis- have a great deal of the meaty trial before Judge D. L. Hutson ka club aided the Ghosts and Gob- coming football clash with Lincoln
home is in Memphis, Tenn, She ' In Slinton's view, the ruling de- ment
of whites in the South, that ing youri: actor James Dean lost material left, on which 1 can say, on charges of sedition and incit- lins in a night of fun and
frolic. (Mo.) on Thanksgiving day.
was a student in Rust college 1 stroyed the legal foundation of
th
I
his life, was purchased by Dr. that R. R. can handle as only she ing a riot.
with a party at Christ Church
•
•
for two years and graduated - an ancient, and to him. obnoxious '
I tructive measures in their fu- McHenry and a friend. Each topk can. This actress is a wonderful A handful of pickets patrolled school. Mrs. Elna
Shannon is
from the University of North Da- i system of dual citizenship in Amer--Amer
'footh Decay
I tile efforts to delay the custom's a part of the car; Dr. McHenry comedienne, with enough talent to outside the courtroom, and sev- president.
kota.
ica and decreed a new day of ;
Plulacielphia—Betwecn the ages
death.
sell,
transfriend
eral
the
his
motor,
burn
or
and
give away and I'm
spectators displayed "Citizens CONGRATULATIONS
the
I of six to 18, an average American
The student traveling singers equality for Negroes.
Whetherthe Supreme Court's mission and rear end. Both had sure that she handles this role Council" emblems, as the trial
Our hearty congratulations go child deselopes about oni decayed
are: Warner Freeman, sophomore, "We are conscious of the great ruling
will ultimeely lead to the accidents in the cars in which the of Aunt Mame with dispatch.
'progressed.
to Mr. and Mrs. Clifford C o b b, tooth each year.
Little Rock. Ark.; R ober ta progress the Negro people have end
of segregation in all areas, parts were placed before the doeWhen Eddie Jackson, Jimmy Du- Kasper, an official of the White
Bruce, freshman, St. P a u I. made and now, with the school
of national life, Minton refused to tors fatal one.
rante's friend and partner for over Citizens council, faces the charges
Minn.; Ammer Johnson, soolio- desegregation ruling, the possibilThe owner of She other parts 40 years, checked in the St. Johns as the result of the disturbances
more, Little Rock, Ark., AttAtay ities for them are infinite," Min- predict. As to future actions of the
high court, however, he is firm has indicated that he does not feel Hospital for major surgery on his which started the week of August
Aushie, Junior, Crescent. Okla.; ton says.
in the new
in his belief that the great 1954 that this is a jink car, and will vocal cords, Jimmy went along 26, when 12 Negro children startAuretha Green. sophomore, CleveAlinton hated the riots that flat- ruling has set a definite pattern, continue to use his car. I hope and checked in too, for a check. ed classes in the formerly
all
land, Ohio; Rochel Guinn, sopho- '
ed up when authorities attempted from which coming decisions on he is right,
white Clinton high school.
up and keep Eddie company.
more, Little Rock, Ark,
to desegregate schools in Texas, segregation shall not deviate.
The TV stations are going all
Ella Fitzgerald, Shecky Green Under cross examination, none
Kentucky and Tennessee. "It's pos
out, giving us a great number of and The Goofers opened at the of the witnesses said that Kasper
sible that we could even have
Coal Reserves
musicals. The Spectacular, due New Frontier. and Lena Horne at specifically urged physical viomuch more violence than eve've
Nov. 24 with M. C. Hal March of the Sands in Las Vegas. Little Kay lence in the Clinton case, but Oak
Des Moines—Geologists estimate had so far," he states gravely,
the $64.000 dollar question in an Brown is at Jan Rubini's Key- Ridge Atty. Leo Grant, who orone-third of Iowa is underlain by "but the problem of violent resistimportant role, will be "High But. board Supper Club in Hollywood. ganized the auxiliary police force
deposits,
most of it of such ance will have to be met as it
coal
ton Shoes" with Oscar winning
Jeanne Cagney (Queen for a Day during the weeks of violence, tescharacter it is impractical to mine appears."
Nanette Fabray.
tified that the Washington, D. C.
Fashion Expert) and Jimmy
It profitably.
FEDERAL FORCES
Isn't this a title for you, "The ney's real
g.
,
life sister will play his bookseller told one crowd meeting
that ."the will of the people is
Fuzzy Pink Night-gown?" "Night- screen sister in
As to whether Federal forces
his new picture'
OUR NEW EMMANUEL
gown will star none other than
'supreme to the law."
COD express shipments were In- should be used to quell such riots,
Jane Russell, which will be pro- in which he portrays Lon Chaney, Clinton Courier-N e w 3 editor
troduced 110 years ago.
\Tinton is quite specific: ' o u Our new Emmanuel church is
real,
duced by Russ-Field Productions "The Man of a Thousand Faces." Herald Wells told the court that
although the federal court order
It's asi beautiful as can be, ; for united Artists.
railing for integration had been
I was there for that early ' Another Russell, this time RosaI
lind Russell, has done it again.
widely publicized for eight months
morn opening,
• before it actually took place, he
On Broadway, in what is destined
Full line of prescription and sundry items, greeting
knew of no protest meetings
cards, tobaccos, costume jewelry. Prescriptions
which had taken place before Kaspicked up and delivered. FREE delivery, no limitper came to Clinton.
.11
ed amount.
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Memphian With Ex-High Court Justice
Philander Choir Wins Praise At UCLA

5 FULL GLASSES OF BEER
SCHUTZ
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C01.10 DRUG STORE

DEATH TO LICE

Statue Honors

1014 Mississippi Blvd.

Ph. WH.2-1721

To take first communion an
Just one man — an old cornmunicant,
With four of
meet.

us

women to

I was happy at that commu-

Drugs Sundries Cosmetics
Notions
554 SCOTT

PH. 4-9463

MOTOR - TRANSMISSIONS
EXCHANGED
ALL MAKES IN STOCK
• No movers Dews,
• 1-Dor Serrocc
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Of that innocent
was shed there,

blood
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For this dear old Emmanuel.
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A 200

KINGSTON, Jamaica — William
L. Sherrill. president general of
the Universal Negro Improvement It's easy to get rid of
dirty, itchy head and
Association, Sunday, Nov. 4, par- , crab lice. A-200 kills
ticipated in ceremonies here foil these dangerous parasites on contact
• the unveiling of
a statue to the: ...within IS minutes.
Easy to apply, easy to remove,
late Marcus Garvey.
The monument was erected in A-200 is non-poisonous, non-irritatthe King George VI 51emeirial Park ing, leaves no tell-tale odor. Does not
o
here. It pays tribute to the man stain harm clothing. One p
bon should do it. At all druggists.
ivho during the first of the century
advocated a "back to Africa
movement.
The statue is a gift of the city ,
council of Kingston in memory of
Garvey's contribution to the improvement of Negro people.

But for everything good done
in this life.
Someone through hardships
, must go:
And ss alk in the path of our
Sas
And drink of that same cup
I of woe.
By M ABEL KELLY-WRIGHT
(Widow of Father E. M. Wright)

15 MINUTES

Mrs. Thomas v. Acton of Mattoon has been appointed state
hairwoman to head promotional
activities in the school stamp pro.
cram in Illinois.
Oil is produced in 25 of the
states now compared with 13
states in 1917

The University of MInots Visual
Aids Service provides educational
fiims from a million-dollar library
of 20,000 films, 1,200 filmstrips,
and 1,700 tape rec.ordinga.
Eye Retina
The retina of the human ee is
amine layers thick.

MADAM BELL
You Know Is Not A Gypsy
Madam Bell that you all know who stayed
at the Mississippi State line tor years Is
back on her own place to stay. This is her
new office, she is living in her own home
Are you Dissatisfied with Marriage? Have
you lost faith in your life or sweetheart?
If any of these are your problems, come let
MADAM BELL advise you at once. She reads life to you just
as she would read an open book. She gives you your lucky
dates and months. Tells you why your job or business is not a
success. She will tell you friends and enemies a n d will call
names. If you have failed in the rest come see MADAM BELL
at once.

Jfi

Automobiles * Homes * Children * Sports

LOCATED on her own place on highway 51 North, 6 miles
north of Millington, Tennessee on the way to Covington, Tennessee. next door to Colony Night Club otherwise known as
Turf Club. Two blocks below the other reader. 5 Greyhound
buses pass daily to and from Memphis. Ask your bus driver to
put you off at Madam Bell's place. You can take the Millington
hue and get off at the post office in Millington and get a cab and
tell them to drive you to Madam Bell's place. Show
your cab
driver the address.
COME TODAY FOR TOMORROW A;AY BE TOO LATE
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR NO CHARGE
Hours: g a in to 9 p m Reading daily. Open on Sundays
I don t make any home calls or answer any letters.
BE SURE TO LOOK FOR THE RIGHT SIGN
ANu THE RIGHT NAME

%kith a handy telephone in your
kitchen, you can place and take calls
right where you work. Looks
pretty, too, in your choice of decorator
colors. Helps you sail through the day.
Costs just pennies a day. This you'll like!

Give and Serve Bourbon de Luxe,
the Luxury Bourbon now in a striking new
holiday carton and special holiday gift case.

To order, just call our BUJi111,11 Office Or ask
any ntstaller-repairman you happen to see.

THE LUXURY BOURBONE
THE BOURBON DELUXE COMPANY DLYISION OF NATIONAL DISTILLERS PRIAU6S
CORP., LOUISVILLE, KY. KENTUCKY STRAIGHT BOURBON WHISKEY BMW

4p.,

